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Abstract

The promise o f Neo-liberal governance has shifted policing priorities from
complaint, response, and punishment to preventative patrols and a stronger police
presence. As a response to private security’s dominance in policing communal spaces,
public policing service providers are tailoring their services to fulfill demands made by
organizations willing to pay large sums o f money for premium police services.
This paper presents results from a representative Merchant Security Satisfaction
Survey (n= 147) o f downtown Yonge store owners and managers, over twenty interviews
with members of the Toronto Police Service, and ethnographical research. Increased
police visibility via privately funded foot patrols reduces the opportunity for individuals
to engage in disorder, while simultaneously reducing fear o f crime. The constables on
patrol fill out reporting formats designed to help manage risk, and submit these products
not to their policing superiors but rather to the Downtown Yonge Business Improvement
Area administration. New working partnerships between merchants and police are thus
emerging, as private organizations are increasingly directing police work. Through the
commodification of public policing services, the Toronto Police Service has rediscovered
an innovative way to compete with private security for the responsibility o f policing
communal spaces reminiscent of historical policing.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Safety and security have come to the forefront o f city planning in Toronto.
In light of recent trends including increases in population and perceived crime and
decreases in the perception o f available resources to fund public policing by
officers, the Downtown Yonge Business Improvement Area (DYBIA) has sought
ways to address violent crime and enhance security in the Toronto downtown core
in ways that may have nationwide interest. DYBIA Foot Patrol officers hired on
‘callback’ are required to complete reports originally formatted and collected by
the DYBIA. These reporting formats bear close resemblance to those completed
by the private security guards. Effectively, the Toronto Police Service must
complete detailed documentation on a regular basis in exchange for remuneration.
Accordingly, I would suggest that the commodification process has widened its
scope beyond private security, and can now be argued to include public police as
participants in the security market. This thesis utilizes close observation o f a
breakthrough in the delivery of commodified public policing and security.
Through interviews, ethnography and the dissemination o f a Merchant Security
Satisfaction Survey (MSSS), data was collected on the enhanced use o f
supplemental police patrols in the downtown Yonge area. These patrols were
intended to reduce crime and make the area cleaner, safer and more inviting. As
opposed to what have by economic necessity become the most common public
policing methods - “chasing the radio” and reactively speeding from call to call,
police involved in the DYBIA Foot Patrol program were required to complete
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patrols to prevent and enhance safety. Observational data was also collected
during the officers’ shifts concerning foot patrol as a policing strategy and
commodified public policing in general. Wide ranging feedback was generated
from police and merchants on their views o f this initiative. As this paper is a
report on what is believed to be the first comprehensive study o f commodified
public policing in Canada, it may set a baseline for future research on the effects
o f commodified policing and security in the DYBIA (and elsewhere).
The term ‘privatization’ is used to express “the change (an industry or
business, for example) from state or public ownership or control to private
enterprise.” 1 Feeley suggests privatization has “created vast numbers o f
government-franchised social control centers.” These centers include private
contractors who expand, not contract the government’s capacity to effect social
control.3 He argues that as a result o f privatization, the state has assumed an
increased responsibility for regulating these forms o f social control. Although the
state may support the form of social control to be analyzed in this paper, active
governance and the direction of policy is achieved by the Toronto Police Service
in cooperation with the Downtown Yonge Business Improvement Area (a non
profit organization with a mandate and budget to contract the services o f the
Toronto Police Service). The commodification o f public policing includes the
process by which security strategies - more traditionally characteristic o f private
security providers - are now being undertaken by public police. Commodified

1 The American Heritage Dictionary o f the English Language, Fourth Edition Copyright © 2000
by Houghton M ifflin Company. Published by Houghton M ifflin Company.
2 Feeley, Malcolm. (2002) “Entrepreneurs o f Punishment: The L egacy o f P rivatization .” London:
Sage, at pg, 322.
3 ibid, at pg. 322
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public policing includes, but is not limited to, deployment practices prioritizing
risk-based models, harm minimization, prevention and deterrence. For the
purpose of this examination, I will be concerned with services that are: (i)
privately funded; (ii) provided by a public police force, and (iii) that require
service providers to engage in activities and law enforcement methods more
characteristic o f contemporary private security companies. In this sense, public
police are increasingly pressured to ‘sell’ their services, reconfiguring statecitizen relations to service - client relations under neo-liberalism. By studying
the commodification o f public policing services, inferences can be drawn about
the relationship between employees, the production o f security services and the
effect of exchanging these services in the open market. Moreover, the process of
commodification reflects rationalities and strategic apparati deployed by the reemergence o f forms of governance that, until recently, remained buried in
historical studies of Continental European and British state formation.
New demands for alliances between the private and public sector can be
viewed as an efficient way for corporate entities to implement their agenda and
govern their members, sponsors and populations within the community. More
specifically, police are increasingly used to collect extensive data with respect to
targeted populations within targeted areas. Privatization and commodification are
distinct and overlapping processes.4 The commodification process m ay therefore
be understood as:
the incessant expansion o f capital and, by extension,
the transformation of aspects o f human existence
4 P. Ewick, (1993) “Corporate Cures: The Com modificarion o f Social C o n tro l”. Studies in Law,
Politics, and Society 13: 137-157
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into a commodified form. In other words, it
explains how people come to measure tangible and
intangible human activities and products not by
their use value but rather by their exchange value.5
Accountability and the need to know that one is ‘getting her m oney’s
worth’ are imperative in the context o f exchange. Absent some knowledge of
what is being done in exchange for money, organizations and institutions may
question whether or not anything is being done at all. Although certain policing
agencies may be providing adequate coverage and assistance, without the
production o f some tangible product or economic incentive, businesses become
skeptical about the effectiveness of policing initiatives. As opposed to response,
reaction and criminal sanction, the commodified public police tend to focus even
more on preventative policing initiatives through foot patrols and through their
involvement on safe streets committees made up o f community members with
particular interests. Loss prevention, economic rationalities and ubiquitous
surveillance help commodified agents o f social control develop deep roots within
the community and especially with those who govern and dictate public policy.
As the relationship between the public and private sphere blurs, it has become
increasingly difficult to differentiate between them. Although they will be taken
up in greater detail throughout the thesis, in the remainder o f the introduction, I
offer key concepts that influence my analysis o f commodified public policing in
Toronto. However, each of these concepts will be developed further in chapter
two when a theoretical framework for the thesis is offered.
5 Rigakos, G.S. The N ew Parapolice: Risk Markets and Commodified Social Control. Toronto:
University o f Toronto Press, 2002, at pg. 24 also see Marx, Karl “The Fetishism o f th e Com modity
and Its Secret” [extract from Capital Vol.II in Martyn J. Lee (ed.) The Consumer S ociety R eader
Blackwell: Oxford, 2000, pp 10-18.
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Review o f Concepts:
The creation of the mall and mass privatization of public space since the
1970’s was examined by Shearing and Stenning with specific reference to the
growth o f private security.6 They have argued that it is essential to ensure that
individual liberties remain protected even in privately owned and operated public
access spaces and have alluded to the danger of laws and regulations geared to the
protection of property owners in these publicly accessible areas. They expertly
draw close attention to the concept o f land ownership, and the power dynamic
resulting from attempts to enforce laws in privately owned public access space.
However, they reduce the enforcement capacity to private policing organizations
and do not account for a proliferating state role in regulating behaviour on private
property. For example, after a private business has filled out the proper
documentation, public police officers have the right to enforce the Trespass to
Property Act on private property in the same manner as private police.
Commodification of public policing agents, who remain active in enforcing laws
in privately owned and operated communal spaces will be the main focus o f the
mass private property discussion in this thesis. Implications o f “mass private
property” for the DYBIA are discussed in Chapter two o f this thesis.

Broken Windows: Historical developments in policing both in Continental and
British contexts serve to provide important warnings for the provision o f
commodified public police services. W ith the rise o f industrialization in the mid

6 Clifford D. Shearing; Phillip C. Stenning. (1981) “M odern p riva te Security: I t ’s Growth and
Implications” in Crime and Justice, University o f Chicago Press, at pg. 238
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19th century, economic rationalities of crime prevention and policing were
valourized once before by state theorists. Public policing is again extolled to
change. New aggressive styles of policing, targeting populations disrupting
public order, are contemporaneously rooted in a Broken Windows Policing
n

Philosophy.

‘Broken Windows’ holds that the apprehension and detention of

offenders who are guilty o f lesser offences, will lead to the discovery that they are
often guilty o f other more serious offences.8 It is assumed that these people may
carry illegal weapons or may be wanted for the violation o f bail, parole or have
outstanding warrants.9 ‘Zero tolerance’ philosophy was generated by a demand to
address the issues contributing to the decay o f urban infrastructure in the United
States and it has been suggested as a significant contributor to the reduction of
New York crime rates in 1995 in all categories o f up to and over 40 percent.
Indeed, homicides were down 56 percent.10 Rather than driving around in
cruisers at high speeds (‘chasing the radio’), Broken Windows has police
“walking the beat” and “going to and from duty stations on public transportation
and while on the bus or subway car, enforcing rules about smoking, drinking,
disorderly conduct and the like.” 11
The key is to identify neighborhoods at the tipping
point - where the public order is deteriorating but
not un-reclaimable, where streets are used
frequently but by apprehensive people, where a

7 Wilson, J.Q., & Kelling, G.L. (1982). "Broken Windows: The p o lic e an d neighbourhood safety. ”
Atlantic Monthly, March.
8 McLeod, Ross. (2002) Paranolice: A Revolution in the Business o f Law Enforcement. Toronto:
Boheme Press, at pg. 95
9 ibid, at pg. 95
10 Manning, P.K. (2001). “Theorizing Policing: The drama an d myth o f crim e control in the
N YPD T Theoretical Criminology, 5(3), at pg. 325
11 supra note 7 at pg. 38
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window is likely to be broken at any time, and must
19
quickly be fixed if all are not to be shattered.
As a result o f this philosophy, resident’s organizations can hire off-duty police
officers for patrol work in their buildings,

13

and other non-profit organizations

such as the DYBIA have begun hiring these same officers to fulfill a policing role
that, until recently, has been performed by private security. Kelling, in one o f his
more recent works, argues that disorder in a community creates fearful citizens.14
He criticizes the creators o f public policy for failing to acknowledge the important
relationship between order maintenance and fear. Fear, of course, has been used
as a motivating catalyst for a wide range o f punitive policing and criminal justice
reforms.15 It is therefore, empirically relevant for this thesis to gauge this level of
fear, through a Merchant Security Satisfaction Survey o f the Downtown Yonge
Business Improvement Area.

Governmentality: In this examination, commodified public policing is identified
as a trend toward an alliance of public policing institutions with privately
administered sponsors resulting in their acquiescence or arguably even usurpation
o f the market and agenda o f private security. Associations such as the DYBIA
are an exemplar of governing organizations with many democratic practices
(although, elsewhere, there has been discussion about undemocratic structures of

12 ibid, at pg. 38
13 ibid, at pg. 38
14 Coles, C, and Kelling, G. Fixing Broken W indow s : Restoring Order And Reducing Crime In
Our Communities. Touchstone, N.Y. N .Y ., 1996. atpg. 3
15 Cohen, S, Visions o f social control. Polity Press, Oxford, 1985.
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Business Improvement Districts).16 Business improvement districts will be
discussed in more detail in chapter two.
In the view o f ‘govemmentality’ theorists inspired by the work o f Michel
Foucault17, government does not have its locus of power centred in the state, but
is an “ensemble formed by the institutions, procedures, analyses and reflections,
the calculations and tactics, that allow the exercise of this very specific albeit
complex form of power.”

1o

Foucauldian theories surrounding the shift from top-

down mechanisms o f government to more decentralized approaches are useful in
understanding the rise o f the “New Parapolice” 19 and the commodification o f the
public police. Govemmentality emphasizes mentalities of rule and reveals how it
is possible for governing/ordering institutions to exist outside the traditional
legislative bodies.

Risk Management in the Risk Society: Policing, with risk management at its
forefront, invariably changes the way police do their jobs. ‘Risk society’ is
considered to be a relatively new phenomenon. Linked with the process and
changes that take place within modernity, we might ask: What changes have
occurred to produce these new risks? According to some scholars (Giddens,
Beck), risks appear pandemic and uncontrollable. How have private and public
institutions managed these risks? Having satisfied our basic needs, do w e now

16 David J. Kennedy. (1996) “Restraining the P ow er o f Business Improvem ent D istricts: The Case
o f the G rand Central P artn ership”, 15 Y ale L. & P o l’y Rev. 294-299
17 Foucault, M. (1991). “G ovem m entality”. In G. Burchell & C. Gordon & P. Miller (Eds.), The
Foucault Effect: Studies in Govemm entality. Chicago: University o f Chicago Press.
18 Miller, P & Rose, N. (1990). “G overning econom ic lif e ”. Economy and Society 19(1): at pg. 2.
19 Rigakos, G.S. The N ew Parapolice: Risk Markets and Commodified Social Control. Toronto:
University o f Toronto Press, 2002
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have enough time on our hands to take certain risks more seriously than before?
What are the productive forces that foster and define the scope o f the risks we
must now learn how to confront? Society is attempting to come to terms with the
social implications o f risk management as a tool applied by governing institutions
‘at a distance’, to buffer individuals from the uncertainty and instability associated
with capitalism and the demands o f said institutions.

20

Pre-emption and

preventative crime prevention are key considerations in attempts to strengthen the
longevity of policing initiatives. For example, police may receive a call requiring
them to respond to a poorly lit location to ensure that nobody is in danger. In the
process of their vehicular patrol, these officers detain, arrest and charge several
individuals for the public consumption o f alcohol. What risk management seeks
to do is prevent this original call from occurring. Whether it be as simple as
lighting the alley, or increasing the frequency o f patrols, opportunity for anti
social behaviour becomes increasingly addressed through new and innovative or
simply more intensive risk-based policing strategies. Minimizing the risk posed
to individuals, as well as systematically eliminating the probability o f undesirable
events are at the forefront of designing neo-liberal crime prevention strategies. A
central organizing concept around policing, broadly defined, is risk and its
management.

Neo-Liberal Crime Prevention: Demands from the merchants, corporations and
other governing institutions to reduce instances o f vandalism, graffiti, loitering,

20 Lowi, T. (1990). “Risks and rights in the h isto iy o f Am erican govern m en ts”. Daedulus, 119, at
pg. 32
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vagrancy and other public nuisance offences from communities have produced
“innovative” ways o f dealing with these behaviours. These methods are fueled by
the need to valourize neo-liberal economic rationalities and address demands from
businesses to prevent loss before the loss is sustained - which have been
identified as key mentalities behind the rationalization of crime prevention
initiatives.

91

Neo-liberalism seeks to divert the state from directly and fiscally

supporting social order. Instead, local non-state entities are called upon to pick up
the slack both financially and legally. The state does an even better job by doing
less, by ‘responsibilizing’ communities. As the state shrinks, its webs o f
surveillance broaden.
Under neo-liberal/‘advanced’ liberalism economic concerns (and thus loss
prevention) are pre-eminent, part o f which includes an emphasis on altering
physical environments to reduce opportunities for crime by increasing lighting,
moving paths, “target hardening”, and changing structures. 22 Crime prevention in
the context of promoting ways in which the individual can better govern
him/herself is a key goal o f governance in advanced liberal democracies. The
analysis of crime prevention included in this thesis is designed to provide insight
into how organizations govern individuals in large urban areas. Advocates for
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) suggest that people
will always take the shortest route from A to B unless physical or psychological

21 O ’Malley, Pat (1994) “N eo-Liberal Crime Control. P o litica l Agendas and the F uture o f Crime
Prevention in Australia ", in Duncan Chappell and Paul W ilson (eds) The Australian Criminal
Justice System. The Mid 1990s (4th edition), pp. 2 8 3 -9 8 . Sydney: Butterworth.
22 Geason, Susan & W ilson, Paul R. (1989), “D esigning Out Crime: Crime P reven tion Through
Environmental Design ”, Australian Institute o f Criminology, Canberra, at pg. 1
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barriers prevent them from doing so.23 Signaling the commodification o f public
policing services, the Toronto Police Service now provide expert knowledge
about the ways in which communities can design-out crime. Strategies deployed
by commodified policing service providers are also clearly neo-liberal techniques
o f governance. The proliferation o f private security services (both publicly and
privately funded) have been discussed in detail elsewhere.24 Criminologists, with
few exceptions25 have generally underemphasized the shift toward the
commodification o f public police forces, concentrating on the proliferation o f
privatized policing and aggressive private security
97

Parapolice’.

96

such as the ‘New

Both public and private commodified policing service providers, of

course, cite prevention, as their main policing strategy.

23 ibid, at pg. 1
24 Rigakos, G.S. The N ew Parapolice: Risk Markets and Commodified Social Control. Toronto:
University o f Toronto Press, 2002, Shearing, C.D. & Stenning, P.C. (1983) “P rivate Security and
P rivate Justice: The Challenge o f the 8 0 ’s ”. Montreal: The Institute for Research on Public
Policy. Shearing, C. D ., & Stenning, P. C. (1983). “P rivate security: Im plications f o r social
co n tro l”. Social Problems, 30(5). Sanders, T. (2005) “Rise o f the R ent-a-Cop: P riva te Security in
Canada, 1991-2001”, Canadian Journal o f Criminology and Criminal Justice, Jan. 2005, Ericson,
R. and K. Haggerty. (1997), Policing the Risk Society. Toronto: University o f Toronto Press.
McLeod, Ross. (2002) Parapolice: A Revolution in the Business o f Law Enforcement. Toronto:
Bohem e Press, W ilson, J.Q., & Kelling, G.L. (1982). “Broken Windows: The p o lic e and
neighbourhood safety Atlantic Monthly, March,
25 Kelling, George, A. Pate, D. Dieckman and C. Brown et al. (1974) “ The K ansas City
P reventative P atrol E xperim ent”. Washington, DC: Police Foundation. See also: Trojanowicz, R.
and Banas, Dennis, (1985) “P erceptions o f Safety: A Com parison o f F oot P a tro l Versus M otor
P atrol Officers ”, Grabosky, P.N. (1995) “F ear o f Crime an d F ear Reduction Strategies ”
26 Private security refers to, “the process whereby individuals and agencies (be they governments,
corporations or proprietorships) make use o f the age-old prerogative o f self-help to protect their
belongings and persons.” See: Shearing, C.D. & Stenning, P.C. (1983) Private Security and
Private Justice: The Challenge o f the 8 0 ’s. Montreal: The Institute for Research on Public Policy,
atpg. 3.
27 Supra note 19, at pg. 10. Parapolicing denotes a specific type o f aggressive policing activity
focusing on controlling, deterring and the systematic prevention o f criminal behaviour. The
Broken Windows Philosophy o f Policing and Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) philosophy o f controlling crime are examples o f approaches em ployed by the N ew
Parapolice and related agencies such as the Downtown Y onge Business Improvement Area
(DYBIA) respectively.
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Given the conceptual lexicon I have laid out, how does the
commodification o f public policing services in mass public property change the
way police do their jobs? More precisely, how will reporting formats change the
way commodified public policing agents perform their duties in the DYBIA? To
what extent will they resist the completion o f these formats? How do public
police feel about performing duties more frequently ascribed to private security?
What types o f surveillance methods will the public police deploy while on foot
patrol within the DYBIA? How do merchants feel about police being required to
visit businesses? How do police feel about Broken Windows? These questions
and others provide the framework for measuring the merchant response to
commodified public policing. This line o f inquiry also assists in determining the
type of information elicited and recorded while conducting interviews with the
foot patrol officers and their police managers, as well as my observations of
police interaction with members o f the community.

Methods
Four data sources inform the analysis in this thesis: (i) a Merchant
Security Satisfaction Survey (MSSS); (ii) interviews; (iii) a review o f the Patrol
Activity Sheet and other files; (iv) field observations. Findings generated first
through the MSSS and second through ethnographic research supplemented by
interviews revealed the most cogent data for describing developments in
commodified public policing. The next section outlines my methodological
approach. There was a low risk associated with the interviews, surveys and
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ethnography on the part of all participants, in part because steps were taken to
ensure that none o f the information provided by police officers, merchants, or the
Downtown Yonge Business Improvement Area was traceable to any one
individual. There were four main components in my study o f the DYBIA use o f
public police callback patrols. All components were completed in full and all
evidence collected has been retained and documented. Digitally recorded
interviews were transcribed, and written interviews were transposed via an
electronic word processor and stored in a confidential database. All completed
MSSS and Patrol Activity Sheets were analyzed and entered into an SPSS
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) database coded by m yself and the
thesis supervisor.

Merchant Security Satisfaction Survey
The primary method deployed during the research was a representative
survey o f merchants in the foot patrol zone o f the DYBIA, (see Appendix A)

at

the 95 percent confidence interval plus or minus five percent. One-hundred and
nine MSSS were completed with the total number o f merchants calculated at 147
(see Appendix B).

9Q

The total number o f merchants was originally estimated by

the DYBIA to be 196. Field visits revealed that as a result o f several business
rental spaces becoming vacant, this original number was significantly inflated.
Another reason accounting for the significant reduction in the total number of
potential participants stemmed from the need to reduce the number o f businesses

28 Map highlighting the DYBIA foot patrol zone as it existed during the time o f research
29 The Merchant Security Satisfaction Survey (M SSS).
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participating in certain densely concentrated retail allotments within the general
survey area because allowing all merchants in such areas to fill out the MSSS
would have created an over-representation and skewed the results. This occurred
in the case o f three large jewelry outlets who had approximately 16-20 vendors
operating booths on the premises. One survey was given to the property manager
o f the outlets and he/she was instructed to complete the survey in consultation
with other contracting merchants on the premises. Surveys were completed by
either the property owner, merchant manager, or an appointed representative. The
MSSS was designed to poll merchants and property owners on their perceptions
o f safety within the general vicinity o f their business(es). A secondary objective
o f the survey was to canvas merchants on the effectiveness o f the Toronto Police
Service foot patrol program, along with opinions relating to budgetary allocations
for security and desired policing methods. This survey helped generate feedback
as to how merchants and business owners felt about having an increased police
presence in their neighbourhood. A tertiary objective o f the survey was to
evaluate whether the goals for policing the DYBIA foot patrol area (as put forth
by the administrators), match the crime concerns o f the merchants. The MSSS
was also useful in accumulating data on the overall levels o f police visibility and
the time of day when merchants and property owners perceive crime to be at its
highest. General information was also collected on issues such as whether
merchants were aware o f the foot patrol initiative, the cost o f the initiative, the
availability of documentation allowing police officers to enforce the Trespass to
Property Act without a complaint, and an open-ended section for merchants to
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suggest steps that the community can take in order to make them and their
customers feel safer. There were also situational questions, which allowed
merchants to provide feedback in reference to behaviours that concerned them the
most. The MSSS was distributed to 137 merchants on Yonge Street in between
Richmond Street and Grosvenor and was both close-ended and open ended to
allow for flexibility in responses. The survey, in many cases, was difficult to
retrieve (as merchants were often quite busy). However, daily collection visits to
the businesses were made over two weeks and a satisfactory confidence level was
obtained.
The MSSS was administered in order to gauge several important issues
concerning commodified public police service provision.30 Survey questions
were designed to poll merchants within the patrol area on their perception o f
crime. Some questions asked merchants to comment on police performance,
while others attempted to discover whether or not merchants were even aware of
the existence o f the patrols. Relationships between police presence, lighting,
CCTV, other crime prevention strategies and fear o f crime was queried. Some
results were surprising, while others were expected. Merchants were very
cooperative throughout the data collection process and, in many cases, wished to
be more involved in the direction and administration o f DYBIA security. For this
reason, the DYBIA maintains an active role as an advocate for business, security
and safety in downtown Toronto.

30 This data may also be used as a base-line for measuring the success o f planned policing
initiatives by the DYBIA.
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On the whole, merchants were receptive to the MSSS and were
enthusiastic to participate in the study. Care was taken to avoid delivering the
survey to entry level employees which resulted in considerable time being spent
waiting for managers or supervisors or returning to the business as needed. Two
businesses refused to participate in the survey. The reason given for refusing to
participate was the belief that nothing could help and that nothing works.
Attempts were made to convince these potential participants that the survey
would provide a basis upon which security in the area may be improved but their
previous experiences had apparently resulted in their current apathy. Several
merchants were unaware o f the existence o f a BIA, let alone a commodified
public policing patrol. Indicating that this research was being completed with the
full cooperation of the Toronto Police Service reassured several participants that
their recommendations would not fall on deaf ears.

Interviews
The second method deployed during the research process was a set of
interviews with various members of, what I have identified as, the commodified
policing initiative in the DYBIA. Both formal and informal in nature, the
interviews revealed some o f the most important attitudes that affect security and
policing priorities. Police managers and constables were interviewed in an
attempt to uncover their views in reference to prevention, security and
commodified policing strategies. Statements were recorded and all participation
was voluntary. High-ranking officials from the DYBIA, property owners,
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merchants, and supervising employees were also allowed to contribute to the
interview process through informal comments made on the record. One on one
interviews revealed some surprising attitudes. These attitudes may be helpful in
guiding recommendations and conclusions that may arise from this thesis.
Structured interviews were conducted with three police managers (see
Appendix C)31and twenty police constables on patrol during the DYBIA callback.
Informal interviews were conducted with DYBIA administrators and merchants
during the survey distribution process. The interviews help foster a better
understanding o f the relationship between the Toronto Police Service and the
DYBIA. The interview questions encompassed: How effective is foot patrol as a
policing strategy? How has the Patrol Activity Sheet (PAS) affected the ways
police perform their duties? How effective has the foot patrol been in relation to
private security? What are the advantages or disadvantages o f employing the
Toronto Police Service to complete foot patrols when compared to private
security officers? (See Appendix D)
The Toronto Police Service should be applauded for how cooperative they
were throughout the entire interview process. Initially, police constables on patrol
for the DYBIA were slightly apprehensive. However, after about day three the
word spread, and I was provided with candid interviews and the opportunity to
collect information rarely accessible absent a sustained research presence.

32

Thanks to the cooperation o f senior police managers and the DYBIA
coordinators, access was provided to a wide range o f lower level officials, some
31 The Toronto Police Service Police Manager Interview Schedule
32 supra note 19, also see W. W estley (1970), V iolence and the P olice. Cambridge: MIT Press and
J. Skolnick (1966), Justice Without Trial. N ew York: W iley and Sons
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of whom relayed the most valuable operational information for research purposes.
Interviews were conducted during dinner, at coffee shops, at pubs, in parkettes, in
hotels, in the police station, and at a variety of other locations at the convenience
of foot patrol officers. Several formal interview questions were designed to
gather information on police officer’s perception o f foot patrol as a policing
•5 -3

strategy,

(see Appendix D) Information was collected on police reaction to the

PAS as a reporting format and how they characterized the type o f police work that
they were engaged in as a result o f this new report format. Other interview
questions included: Do police officers think it is valuable to visit merchants?
Does policing via reduction of disorder through arrest, investigation and the
establishment o f community contacts present itself as an effective policing
strategy? How often do police engage in this type o f police work on their normal
shift-work when funded directly by the City o f Toronto? The responses to these
and other questions have provided data for analysis o f some pressing and
substantial concerns relating to the duty and obligations o f policing service
providers and their proliferating relationship with the private sector. Police
manager interviews were conducted inside the Police Station and lasted anywhere
from thirty minutes to one and a half hours in length.

The Patrol Activity Sheet (PAS) and Review o f Institutional Files: The PAS is a
reporting format designed by the DYBIA administration intended to inform paid
duty patrol officers o f their obligations on shift, while simultaneously serving the
function of collecting information on their patrol activities. From 1600hrs33 The Downtown Y onge BIA Foot Patrol Policing Interview Schedule
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2200hrs, Wednesday to Sunday, officers are required to complete foot patrol of
commercial and retail areas, concentrating on crime prevention and the reduction
of disorderly behaviour through arrest, investigation and community contacts.
The PAS requires constables to collect information on all tickets or arrests made;
it requires constables to visit at least three merchants on their tour o f duty and the
report must be completed in order for the police officer to get paid. The patrol
teams are composed o f two officers per shift and each officer must complete a
PAS. There were a total o f 159 forms collected from October 1st 2004 until July
3rd, 2005 and a set o f frequencies and other statistical data were analyzed through
the use o f SPSS. The database was constructed to calculate averages and
systematically gather police comments in relation to both the store visited, and
general remarks while on duty.

Ethnography
Ethnography was chosen as a useful investigative tool to aid in research in
the field. After being granted access to the DYBIA foot patrol officers, I was
afforded the opportunity to observe the various policing methods deployed by
officers while on patrol. Surveys and interviews are important, but some views
may be reflective o f the participants representations and could have been
interpreted differently by another researcher. The opportunity to follow and
observe police while on foot patrol provided for very interesting results. These
experiences or ‘ethnoclips’ will be revealed and placed into theoretical context in
chapter five of this thesis.
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The ethnographical component of this project comprised ‘shadowing’
DYBIA foot patrol officers in the performance o f their tour o f duty. Foot patrol
officers were accompanied for a period of approximately three weeks and
observed for their strategies, whom they targeted, the ways in which they
interacted with merchants, and the effect their presence had on the flow o f
commercial traffic. Officers were met at the Police Station at the beginning o f
each shift and were followed throughout their patrol within the boundaries o f the
BIA. For safety reasons, when police ‘engaged’ a subject, the researcher would
observe the exchange from a safe location. If an arrest was made, the researcher
would rendez-vous with officers back at the police station. Unless the police
officers were specifically addressing me, I would walk approximately 5 metres
behind them to ensure that their duties were affected as little as possible by my
presence. Officers would volunteer commentary on a variety o f issues and
provided insight into policing psychology rarely recorded in policing texts or
mainstream media interviews.34 The advantage o f observational research is that it
allows for the detailed account o f police activity in the field. Interviews and
questionnaires are effective in capturing a reflective perspective, however, the
observation o f occurrences in ‘real-time’ and the added ability to ask for comment
on exchanges while the interaction is fresh in the officer’s mind, increases the
accuracy and cogency o f information collected.
Merchant visits, on average, lasted approximately ten minutes and officers
approached these visits differently. The way in which an officer conducted a
merchant visit was relevant to my analysis of their role as agents o f both the
34 supra note 32
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public and the DYBIA. Observations detailing police-merchant interaction during
the foot patrol will be described in chapters four and five, providing insight into
the priorities of these officers while under the direction o f the DYBIA. When
visiting a merchant, I would stand in a neutral location so as not to disrupt the
interactions between police and merchants. Merchants would often recognize me
as the researcher distributing the MSSS, and in some cases requested another
survey realizing that the research was larger in scope than they had previously
believed. In some cases, police would conduct visits not required by the PAS.
All visits official or unofficial were recorded and documented. During this
portion of the research, I accumulated sixty-four typed pages o f notes (after
transcription). I observed forty-one total merchant visits from the 1st o f May
2005, until the 23rd o f May 2005.
The Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) also helped facilitate portions of
the observational research. An incident that occurred while on patrol required me
to follow officers into the Toronto Subway system. Foot patrol officers left the
DYBIA patrol area and visitation route to respond to an individual ‘stuck under a
subway train’. Access granted by the coroner, fire department, and ambulance
crews provided me with the unique opportunity to observe the interaction between
a variety of emergency crews in a rescue attempt. Although this event occurred
during the foot patrol, it was not directly relevant to the research at hand.
Nevertheless, I observed, first-hand, the dual role served by public police officers
(while balancing their private ‘for hire’ duties with their overriding public
responsibilities). If there were any doubts, the commodified public police were o f
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course able to temporarily suspend their regular callback policing duties to
respond to a public emergency. Cooperation from the DYBIA administration, the
Toronto Police Service, merchants, private security officers, TTC officials and a
host o f others who aided in facilitating this research was impressive and opened
the door for future research on commodified public policing in the Toronto city
core.

Obstacles and External Cooperation: An important obstacle that had to be
overcome during the observational foot patrol research was answering questions
by merchants regarding my involvement in the foot patrol. On occasion,
merchants would wonder what my role was following and watching the
movement of police. It would be explained that I was a researcher from Carelton
University, conducting a Master’s thesis on the effect o f the foot patrol initiative.
In other situations, when police were dealing with a subject in the field, from time
to time they would take notice o f my taking notes and observing the exchange. In
order to minimize the effect o f my presence, I would attempt to stand in an
inconspicuous manner and/or location where interactions could still be recorded
while not interfering with police-subject communications. In some
circumstances, I was afforded the opportunity o f observing the conduct of
parapolice officers working in cooperation with the foot patrol. Observational
research afforded the unique opportunity o f allowing me to compare and contrast
the activities of police and security during cooperative efforts. Similarities in
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private and public policing priorities within the auspices o f the DYBIA were
striking, and will be touched upon in chapter five.
In light o f the tragic events that occurred in the new year o f 2 0 0 6 ,1 am
cognizant that this thesis may aid in preventing such catastrophes. Prevention
may be the key to unlocking new ways o f making what many believe to be
inevitable, improbable.
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Chapter 2: Theorizing Commodified Public Policing

Attempts have been made to study, evaluate, record, compare and contrast
law enforcement methods for hundreds o f years. Parallels have been drawn
between commodified public policing and historical approaches to the
maintenance o f order and security. This chapter will analyze the historical
context of policing as a generic activity in both public and private realms. The
historical analysis will cover some o f the most primitive preventative practices
such as the emergence of the ‘Bow Street Runners’ and the ‘Thames River Police’
in Britain. This historiography will also include the practices o f the ‘Polizei’ of
the 17th century. When examining preventative policing practices deployed by
governing authorities throughout history, parallels to the commodified public
policing studied in this thesis are evident.
Surveillance and Govemmentality have become increasingly popular
themes within crime prevention and the policing literature for the last decade.
-jc

iz

'in

Michel Foucault and theorists such as Rigakos , Rose , Shearing and Stenning ,
Ericson and Flaggerty38, have looked at the ways in which governing authorities
use surveillance to rule and order populations. Researchers have also examined
the many ways institutions form and are in turn reformed to govern from a
distance through the use o f innovative technology. Govemmentality and the
35 supra note 19
36 Rose, N (2000) “Government and Control. ” British Journal o f Criminology, 40:3, Oxford
University Press.
37 Shearing C D, Stenning P C, 1985, “From the pan opticon to D isney World: the developm ent o f
discipline”, in Perspectives in Criminal Law. Eds A D oob, E Greenspan (Canada Law Books,
Toronto) pp 335 - 349
38 Ericson, R. and K. Haggerty. (1997), Policing the Risk Society. Toronto: U niversity o f Toronto
Press
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notion o f power not residing solely in the hands o f the state has aided in the
realization of new centers of control. Non-profit organizations such as the
DYBIA are examples of these new centres that govern within specific
geographical areas. Govemmentality seeks to reveal modes o f governance and
allows research to acknowledge and examine the effects of local and state power.
This thesis will attempt to relate the principles o f Govemmentality to the DYBIA
foot patrol security apparatus.
Risk-based policing has become a popular tool o f organizations’
attempting to prevent negative behaviours before they occur. This chapter will
discuss and expand upon Ericson and Haggerty’s examination o f “Policing the
Risk Society.”39 The rise o f Business Improvement Associations (BIAs) and the
development of outdoor public access tracts o f privatized public space, is a
fascinating development as it relates to commodified public policing. Crime
prevention through various methods such as Closed Circuit Television (CCTV),
Broken Windows, Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
and a host of other neo-liberal techniques o f preventing unwanted behaviours will
be examined in the context o f the commodification o f public police services as an
aid to understanding the securing o f spaces designed as international urban sites
o f consumption.

Good Order and the History o f Commodified Public Policing

What police regulate, or try to regulate, or purport
to regulate, is everything w hich.... goes
39 ibid
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unregulated.. ..the science o f police is all about: a
great labour o f formation o f the social body, or
rather a labour whose principal result is what today
we call society or the social body and what the
eighteenth century called the good order o f a
population.40
This assertion by Pasquale Pasquino, alludes to the integral role played by
the forces of social control in the formation o f the very body it attempts to
regulate. The redefinition of the term community can be linked with the concept
o f “Polizei”, which, in the 17th century did not concern itself with individuals per
se, but with the establishment o f right and peace in areas o f the common good in
the form of governmental rule 41 Engagement with the concept of “Polizei” is
helpful in understanding the goal o f commodified public policing. “Polizei
comprehends a law whose object is the establishment and/or maintenance o f good
order in the community” . . .and “freemen shall comply with this order or any other
burger lichen policey.”42 It is the re-establishment o f order in the community, and
more notably the discouragement o f disorder, that are still largely relevant when
observing contemporary public policing. Unlike the 17th century, however,
response and detection play a more significant role in order maintenance, and
prevention becomes an ancillary objective.
The protection o f the general welfare (or re-establishment o f order in the
community) is, on the other hand, a priority for modem public police forces that
choose to sell their services. The focus o f this ‘commodified’ public policing for
hire, is on eliminating the occurrence o f general welfare offences threatening
40 Pasquino, Pasquale (1991), “ Theatrum politicum : The genealogy o f capital - p o lic e and the
state o fp ro sp erity”. In in Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon and Peter M iller (eds.), at pg. 169.
41 ibid, at pg. 172
42 ibid, atpg. 176
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community institutions and, in particular, specific order maintenance problems
put forth by the client. Policing service providers are taking a more active role in
preventing and eliminating general welfare offences than even security guards.
Will the proliferation o f commodified public policing signify the creation o f a
policing culture progressively erasing divisions between police and state? This
question may eventually be answered by observing the checks and balances
implemented by the state for the regulation o f paid duty, callback, or
commodified public policing. It will be interesting to observe whether or not
municipal and provincial governments develop clear distinctions between
acceptable and unacceptable police contracting o f their services lest they become
subordinated by private or community authorities o f the ‘general internal
administration’ll.e. Polizei). It is this increased likelihood o f subordination to
governing bodies such as the DYBIA that makes the current evolution o f police
work most intriguing. As shown in Figure 2.1, public police are streamlining the
process by which businesses and other private organizations may allow them to
become “agents o f private property” and thus partake in certain aspects of their
general internal administration.43 In the case o f the DYBIA, one senior police
manager indicated that the need for close cooperation between the police and the
DYBIA is inherent in the constitution of the Association (Interview PM1). This
assertion reveals how important it is in the mind o f police for local governing
authorities to cooperate closely with them. As the state allows organizations such
as the DYBIA to wield significant political and representative power over any
given urban tract, public-private partnerships must inevitably follow. The degree
43 Refer to Figure 2.1 - Trespass to Property Act Authorization Form
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Trespass to Property Act RSO 1990, c. T.21

06*36
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NO.775

I

TPS 663, 2000/03

Julian Fantlno, Chief of Police
Toronto Police Service
40 College S treet
Toronto, O ntario. M5G 2 J3
Attention*

06^ 29^2004

Authorization Pursuant to the
Trespass to Property Act RSO 1990, o. T.21

Dale:
(YYyyhhoo!

Julian Fantlno, Chief of Police
Toronto PoHoe Sarvloe
40 Collage Street
Toronto, Ontario, M6G 2J3

S u p erin te n d en t P. G ottschalk, 52 Division
N am e o f Unit Com m ander and Division

nMM,
ryyyrmuooi

„

255 Dundas St West, Toronto, ON, M5T 2W5 •
A d d re ss

Attention; Suparlntendent Randal Munroo, 61 Division
Name o f ifnh Commander e nd PM abe

Dear Sir/Madam:
51 Parliament St., Toronto, Ontario, MBA 2VB (418 808-8100)
This letter hereby authorizes all officers of th e Toronto Police Service to enter the properties of

ridUrus

D»ar Sir/Madam;
U st Official C om pany N am a(t) or Property O w ners' Nam s

This latter hereby authorize* all offloara of the Toronto Police Service to enter tha properties of

located a t _____________________________________
Provide Puli A ddrass o f Each Properly Located In th e A bove N o ted Division

Liar Offfciel Company Namatai or Property Pwnara* Name

located at

■■
PmvUa P u t ArObeaa o f Saeh Property U catetl In tha AOove Netad OMahn

and In particular, section 2(1)(b), which gives the occupier th e authority to extend authorization for persons other
to act aa an asent for the purpose of enfbrolng tha provlalona of tha
than th e o ccupier to direct persons to leave a premises.

T r o u p e ea

to Proparty Aot RSO 1990, t . T.31,

and In pmkn^lar. .section .2(1 )(b),. whlph gives the ooouplar tha authority to extend authorization for persons other

This authorization com m ences on_____________________ and shall remain enforceable until revoked.
(YYYYMMDO)

Should It be necessary for a m em ber of our staff to attend court In any Judicial proceeding relative to thlr

than the occUpler tp'djjract patsOnilS Siii.ii i prarhiifW.'
This authorization commenoai on

' "ffj.'-H:.--—

■

arid'Shell fifhrip' bhforoaabla until r*yp)t«jl.
IYVYYMUOOI

authorization, please c o n ta c t________ ;______________________________________________________ ______________
Name, Telephone No. an d A d d ress of Com pany O fficial/Authorizad Person

Should It be neoaaaary for a member of our ateff to attend oourt In any Judicial proceeding relative to thl*
authorization, pteaae contact
Name, Telephone No, and Addraaa 6f Company Offhtal/Authedaad Aamon

I understand that this authorization may be revoked at any tim e upon written notice sent by Reglsterer
I understand that this authorization may ba revoked at any time upon wrlttan notice aant by Registered

Mail, to th e above noted Division.
I fu rth er agree th at If I am no longer the ow ner or occupier of th e said prem ises, that I will notify the abovi

Mall, to the above noted Division.
I further agra* that If I am no longer tha owner or ooouplar of the aald promisee, that I will notify the above

noted Division immediately, in writing and by Registered Mall.

noted Division Immediately, In writing and by Registered Mall.
Authorized Person:
P R N T Nam e

Telephone No.

O w ner:______ ______________________________________________________________
PRINT N am e

Mailing A ddress

Signature

_________________________
Telephone No.

Authorized Person:
PPiNT Name

___________

__________________

W epaeneN o.

Signature

Owner:_____ ___ ______________________________________________________
PPw rNama
MtP/ng ArrOmaa

^

—_

Telephone No.

V b Z

prohibited without perm ission.
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to which police allow themselves to be directed by these organizations, will
dictate whether or not any substantive differentiation between public and private
policing remains possible.
Post-feudal policing and ordering o f the European Continent differs
markedly from the early British models o f policing. One goal o f early British
policing models, “was to make a territory and its inhabitants transparent to
knowledge, that is, known and documented.”44 With the urban sprawl and uneven
development in the 19th century during the end o f feudalism, there had to be a
way for society to monitor the performance and behaviour o f wage labourers.
The mechanisms by which this knowledge was obtained had to be, “absorbed into
a set of state techniques”45 and arguably these techniques had to be justified by
the submission of citizens in the form o f “collective, local, informal and
voluntaristic reactions to disorder and law breaking.”46 This required the
dissolution o f community watch and the creation o f surveillance and coercion
regulated by the state. Coercion in its most effective form was not developed
initially by the state, “but within communities and local corporations small
enough to make surveillance reciprocal, ubiquitous and comprehensive.”47 The
covert nature of self-regulation was only effective up to the point where
communities existed as ‘safety-self. As a result o f urban sprawl, the influx of
‘sturdy vagabonds’, and the visible signs o f pre-modem organized crime, the
limitations o f communal pastoral police practices became evident. The poor

44 McMullan, J.L. (1998). “Social su n ’eillance an d the rise o f the ‘p o lic e m achin e’". Theoretical
Criminology 2(1), at pg. 94
45 ibid, at pg. 94
46 ibid, at pg. 95
47 ibid, at pg. 96
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were viewed as menacing, undisciplined and “willfully sucked the sweat from the
true labourer’s brow.”

Despite the fact that “labourers” were poor as well, the

‘poorer’ became framed as the problem. Hence, populations submitted to a
redeployment o f social power that magnified the role of the state in controlling
this outsider population.49 New technologies o f power made these “poorest” more
noticeable, only to be marked, separated and regimented.50 Increases in
deputization exhibited that communities yearned for more “hands o f f ’ methods of
dealing with civil disobedience and the poorest. Demands for new innovative
methods of policing, such as, the creation o f informants and covert facilitation
resulted in a majority “repositioned into the permanently watched, without a right
or an ability to change places with their surveillors.”51 These same methods o f
surveillance proliferate under a system requiring cost-benefit analyses for
knowledge and information gathering procedures.
Patrick Colquhoun set the stage for a watchful police who kept “ constant
vigilance and attention.”52 This philosophy is reminiscent o f Polizei and the
requirement for police to maintain order and prevent criminal behaviour.
Initiatives taken by police at this time required them to problematize the poor and
prevent the loss o f capital. Colquhoun created a basis for modem methods o f
surveillance (with an inadvertent goal), the implementation o f “an administrative
infrastructure to provide security for the operation o f capitalist social relations.”53
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With the contemporary proliferation o f neo-liberal philosophy, it will be
interesting to observe how police forces will respond to demand for increased
commodification o f their services. Private security has certainly proven to be
client oriented - after all, the client pays the bill. How will commodified policing
evolve to ensure that checks and balances to safeguard against the
problematization o f the poor does not result in profiling and oppressive police
practices at the behest o f private interests?
Organizations most closely resembling the structure o f 21st century
commodified police service providers were probably the Bow Street Runners and
the Thames River Police. In 1750, Henry Fielding established the Bow Street
Runners - composed o f former criminals tasked with tracking down offenders and
recovering stolen goods.54 Although these so called private investigators often
impressed the public with their ability to apprehend criminals, their services were
expensive and exceeded the means o f the average citizen.55 After the success of
the Runners and the increasing threat o f syndicates organized on the River
Thames,56 in 1798, the Thames River Police was created to take action against
criminals operating on the river. Combinations o f armed patrols were assembled
to cruise the river and supervise the movement o f ships' cargoes. The result was
entirely successful: Crime no longer became possible or profitable on the Thames.
54 Smith, R. (1985). “P olicing Victorian London W eston & W ells, Criminal investigation: basic
perspectives 5 (2d ed. 1974). In B. L. Ingram & T. P. Mauriello (Eds.). Police investigations
handbook. (Chap. 5, p. 6). N Y : Mathew Bender at pg. 242
55 ibid at pg. 242. The Downtown Y onge Business Improvement Area pays the Toronto Police
Service $55 per hour plus a 15% administration fee. In exchange, the Toronto P olice Service
provides the opportunity for officers to work for remuneration on Y onge Street running south
from Grosvenor to Richmond.
56 Critchlev. T.A. (19671. A History o f Police in England and W ales. London: Constable. In the
last few years o f that century, it was estimated that about 10,000 people "working" on the river
were part o f an organized syndicate involved in robbery, piracy, prostitution and theft.
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Direct action worked largely because the task was to drive criminals out o f a
specific area (the Thames), which, although a large one, was relatively easy to
both patrol and oversee.

57

I have not attempted to suggest that the commodification o f policing
services leads inevitably to a police state, nor have I questioned the legitimacy or
importance o f public-private partnerships. It is important, however, for the reader
to understand the link between contemporary forms o f service provision - both
fh
public and private - and their antecedent manifestation in 18 century London.
Public and private forms continue to overlap in territorial and legislative contexts.

Govemmentality and Surveillance
A holistic appreciation o f the scope o f government power must not only
include all forms o f state power, but state power itself must also be recognized as
constituting merely one o f many forms o f government. Security companies are
more often than not, hired by private governing organizations such as an
apartment building management corporation or a community housing complex.
Likewise, these same security companies may also be employed by state agencies
to carry out community crime prevention.

co

Hence, power does not reside

exclusively in any particular dominant class or form o f government. Foucault, in
his essay on Govemmentality explores the concept o f the ruler and the ruled. One
of his central conceptualizations is that government does not only manage

57 Walsh, Dermot. “The O bsolescence o f Crime Forms", in Crime Prevention Studies, V olum e 2
Edited by Ronald V. Clarke. Criminal Justice Press, M onsey, N ew York, U .S.A . 1994. at pg. 151.
58 Shearing, C. D., & Stenning, P. C. (1983). "P riva te security: Im plications f o r so c ia l control".
Social Problemsa_30(5), at pg. 497
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territory but also regulates the relations and the ordering of populations.59 These
relations are not relative exclusively to concepts o f power and hierarchy but have
as an overarching theme, the manipulation o f the economy and the integral role
economy plays in the correct management of individuals60.
The DYBIA, o f course, has a vested interest in maintaining order within
its territory. To establish and maintain this order, the DYBIA engages in projects
that require the physical and environmental restructuring o f the area. Benches,
payphones, overhangs, and other physical structures that disrupt the human flow
of traffic have been minimized.61 Similarly, parkettes have been re-designed to
enhance visibility thereby allowing private and public policing agents working
within the area to more easily spot problematic behaviour. A survey participant
outlined the disruption payphones have caused for his business (as a result o f
alleged organized crime)

f\ 9

and had been lobbying the DYBIA to remove them.

One constable explained how the trees in College Park have been cut down and
trimmed to allow for better surveillance. (Respondent C22) These are only a few
of the measures taken by governing organizations such as the DYBIA who seek to
maintain order and prevent criminal behaviour. The most effective governing tool
deployed by the DYBIA is considered by them to be the foot patrol. The
partnership with the Toronto Police Service has strengthened the D Y BIA ’s ability

59 supra note 17 at pg. 100.
60 ibid at pg. 92
61 This information was provided by an M SSS participant who was sitting on the board o f
directors o f the DYBIA
62 According to this merchant, organized crime syndicates had operated and poorly maintained
payphones allowing them to becom e de-faced and in some cases de-funct. A ccording to him they
represent an eyesore and have facilitated incom ing and outgoing calls for the purpose o f
trafficking narcotics.
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to govern and has ensured that the DYBIA contributes to maintaining direction
over police patrols and the identification of problematic behaviour.

Risk Management and Communication
There is a duality involved within the bodies that police populations. On
the one hand there exist responses to individual demands for policing services,
such as preventative policing patrols, and the systematization and classification
systems associated with ‘crime fighting’. On the other hand policing
organizations (both private and public) must also satisfy institutional demands for
gathering and developing knowledge about risk. Understanding the significance
o f the police role as data collectors is integral to a full appreciation o f the ways in
z: n

which police can be understood as risk communicators.

Trends suggesting that

police officers are becoming increasingly engaged in systematic data collection
are important and are suggestive o f significant changes in the ways in which
policing service providers do their jobs.64
“The modem institutional response to risk relies heavily on the production
of knowledge about dangerous populations.”65 Furthermore, “actuarial practices
come to define both internal and external risk categorizations for both
organizational staff and the populations being policed.”66 First, it is important to
explore the idea of actuarial justice and its role in the creation o f systems designed
to manage populations. Increased instances o f incapacitation, preventative

63 supra note 38 at pg. 19-20
64 supra note 19, at pg. 18 and supra note 38, at pg. 36
65 ibid, at pg. 24
66 ibid, at pg. 24
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detention and profiling have been identified as consequences o f actuarial justice.
Actuarial justice attempts to significantly reduce the aggregate effects o f crime by
categorizing, managing and warehousing individuals, ostensibly trumping former
crime control initiatives that sought to rehabilitate or punish.

ft 7

Actuarial justice is

premised by the effective systematization and processing of certain correlates of
criminal behaviour, that one may be able to produce risk predictors pointing to an
increased likelihood of criminal behaviour. This resonates with both Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) and Broken Windows.
CPTED attempts to alter physical environments to prevent crime. Similarly,
Broken Windows requires officers to engage in a risk-based policing model
designed to target certain groups o f individuals on the basis o f a general
probability calculation. For example, drug dealers, gangs, vagrants, loiterers and
graffiti artists become targets of police officers by identifying these specific
populations as dangerous or undesirable because they are known to detract from
the consumption aesthetics of the DYBIA and because Broken Windows argues
these lesser offences will lead to the commission o f more grevious crimes68.
Guided by merchant and consumer perceptions o f fear, commodified public
police are directed to increase their patrols in various areas that are considered

67 Feeley, M., & Simon, J. (1994) in D. N elken (Ed.), The Futures o f Crim inology. Thousand
Oaks: Sage, at pg. 173
68 The Downtown Y onge Safe Streets Committee, “The D owntown Yonge B.l.A. Safety
Assessm ent Report 2004 and The D owntown Yonge B.l.A. Safety Assessm ent R eport 2005
ww w.dow ntow nvonge.com . Published 2004 & 2005 respectively. See D Y BIA Safety
Assessm ent Report and compare locations for selected behaviours. These behaviours are deemed
likely to occur in these areas based on qualitative assessment. The reason w hy these locations are
chosen has to do with repeated merchant complaints and through data gathered on ‘walk-abouts’
o f the area. These ‘walk-abouts’ are conducted by the D Y B IA administration in cooperation with
the Toronto Police and members o f the D Y BIA . The locations selected do not necessarily reflect
official crime statistics, nor do some o f the behaviours selected even constitute criminal offences
under the Criminal Code o f Canada.
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‘high risk’. The police attempt to manipulate perception and ultimately reduce
the risk of harm in these areas. Studies such as the Newark Foot Patrol
Experiment found that police foot patrols have a significant impact on the fear o f
crime in any given area.69 Within the DYBIA, it was also important to note the
effects o f police foot patrol on the perception o f fear and crime. This experiment
required governing institutions to re-think foot patrol as a viable policing strategy
in attempts to manipulate public perception o f fear. Effects and perceptions o f
foot patrol as a viable policing strategy will be elaborated in chapter five.

The Commodification o f Risk-Based Policing
The circulation of capital is instrumental for sustaining the current mode
o f production. It is therefore useful to examine how security providers must also
commodify their services in order to at least symbolically produce surplus value.
As previously mentioned, policing officials dramatically change the way in which
they provide services to the public as a result of the tendency to commodify their
services.

70

The client now requires reports to help direct patrols, and

documentation in order to be satisfied that the police are completing their
assigned tasks. Policies requiring that police officers complete accountability
checks such as statistical forms and occurrence reports are necessary in order to
minimize liability for the institution, record information for insurance purposes
and most relevant here, to legitimize their functions within the community.

69 Kelling, et.al. (1981) “The N ewark F oot P a tro l E xperim ent”. See
www.policefoundation.org/docs/newark.html.
70 Ian Loader (1999), “Consumer Culture and the Com modification o f P olicing and Security,”
S ociology (3)3. 373-392.
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Although policing agencies may be providing adequate coverage and assistance,
without the production of some tangible product, clients may become skeptical
about the effectiveness o f policing initiatives.
As governing bodies have increased demand for various institutions to
produce knowledge about risk to ensure accountability, changes can be noted in
the ways police document occurrences. Open-ended reporting formats and
closed-ended ‘questionnaire-like’ documents are examples of different reporting
formats.71 The DYBIA has selected a semi-structured, open-ended document for
the commodified foot patrols to complete. As will become apparent in this thesis,
these new reporting formats are likely to change the way in which Toronto police
officers secure the population within the DYBIA. These reports represent a
marked change from stringent closed-ended risk-based formats employed by the
police while on regular shifts for the City o f Toronto (See chapters four and five).
Police administrators have worked diligently to restrict the narrative capacity o f
police officers.72 Figure 2.273 (borrowed from Ericson and Haggerty) exemplifies
the evolution o f reporting formats from a narrative with an open ended style, to a
closed option risk-based format allowing officers little room for narrative or
interpretation.74 The structure o f the Patrol Activity Sheet (PAS)75 for the
DYBIA foot patrol as shown in Figure 2.3 provides far more latitude compared to
the police occurrence report (compare figures 2.2 and 2.3) for officer narration.
The disadvantage of open ended formats is that officers may be likely to forget

71 supra note 38, at pages 370-371.
72 ibid, at pg. 370.
73 Figure 2.2 - Evolution o f Reporting Formats, see ibid, at pages 372-374
74 supra note 38, at pages 372-374.
75 Figure 2.3 - Patrol Activity Sheet (PAS)
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Date ..NOVEMBER 4. 2004.

information and more importantly, may prevent officers from being “brief,
nr

concise and to the point.”

Moreover, in the case o f public police at trial, it

allows greater room for defense counsel to contradict the veracity o f police
testimony - a litigation risk. As explained later in chapter five, the use o f a ‘208
investigative card’ on the other hand leaves little room for police narrative, and is
designed to document the details o f police encounters. This closed ended risk
management tool - a data collection device - collects specific information on
Toronto police contacts with the public.
Ericson and Haggerty have suggested that increasing demand for risk
management has signaled a shift in the methods o f institutions to control harms.77
Risk refers to danger or harm and the probabilistic calculations used to control
such occurrences or their consequences. According to Nicolas Rose, Oscar
Newman78, and others, ‘risk based models’ o f crime control such as, C PT E D 79
attempt to reconfigure space in the name o f security and create “ ‘contractual’
communities that assume - or are forced to assume - responsibility for their own

supra note 38, at pg. 375.
77 ibid, at pg. 25.
78 Newman, Oscar. (1972) “D efensible Spaces: Crime Prevention Through Urban D e s ig n ”.
National Institute o f Justice. N ew York.
79 Crime prevention through environmental design found at http://www.cnted-watch.com / w ill be
briefly examined as an order maintenance trend o f the future and has been identified as one o f the
main crime reduction strategies o f the DYBIA. The Ottawa Crime Free M ulti-H ousing Program
administered by the Ottawa Police Service in cooperation with Landlord and Tenants Employs
CPTED as a “proven approach in private and public housing”. The tenant m eetings are similar to
the prototype o f the Trespass Interdiction Program created by Intelligarde (a private policing
organization). A lso see O ’M alley, P. Risk. Uncertainty and Government. Cavendish Publishing:
Oregon, 2004 for writings on situational crime control. A lso see Geason, S. P reven tin g Graffiti
and Vandalism (1989), Homel, R. et. al Risk an d Resilience: Crime and Violence Prevention in
Aboriginal Communities (1999), O ’M alley, P Risk, p o w e r an d crime prevention (1992), O ’M alley,
P L egal Networks and D om estic Security (1991), Clarke, Ronald and Wesburd, D avid Diffusion o f
Crime Control Benefits: O bservations on the R everse o f D isplacem ent, (1994), Visher, Christy
and Wesburd, David Identifying what works: Recent trends in crime prevention strategies.
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OA

risk management.”

The risks associated with CPTED, for example, are derived

from risk analyses o f events occurring in the absence o f intervention to the
landscape. As previously mentioned, the DYBIA has recently begun an intensive
reassessment o f the environment in the downtown core. Via natural surveillance,
territorial reinforcement, natural access control and target hardening, the DYBIA
is attempting to eliminate problem areas such as, badly lit parking lots, dark alleys
and dimly lit public telephones in dark comers.
Risk-based models have as indicators, certain behaviours that do not
derive solely from common sense notions o f what may or may not increase crime
or opportunities for crime, but have grounding in actuarial and probabilistic
calculations that are increasingly ubiquitous.

81

Patterns are created,

characteristics and tendencies are used to form conclusions about the inevitability
of an event occurring. This event is then entered into a database and other
individuals are cross referenced against these prevailing characteristics and
tendencies. Individuality no longer matters and variation in human behaviour is
disregarded.

89

Furthermore, much like insurance, various elements o f economic

and social reality are combined according to a specific set o f objectives that do
not attempt to intervene directly or react to the behaviour that is defined as
criminal.83

80 Rose, N (2000) “Government and Control. ” British Journal o f Criminology, 40:3, Oxford
University Press at pg. 328-329.
81 supra note 38 at pg. 321
82 ibid at pg. 321
83 Ewald, Francois (1991) “Insurance and ris k ”, in G. Burchell, C. Gordon and P. M iller (eds) The
Foucault effect: Studies in govemmentality. pp. 197-210. Chicago, IL: University o f Chicago
Press at pg. 197
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The spread o f risk-based power marks a shift in the increasing need for
institutions to move away from disciplinary regimes.

84

This marked shift has also

taken place in the criminal justice system from normalizing behaviour through
correction and discipline, to actuarial or insurance based techniques that no longer
concentrate on disciplining the individual. Instead, this new thinking focuses on
crime as a manifestation of opportunities rather than attempting to assess
o r

psychological or ‘root’ causes o f criminal behaviour.

Risk-based techniques for

managing human behaviour construct individuals as new subjects, capable o f
o /-

governing themselves through self-actualization and self-fulfillment.

Situational

crime prevention strategies assume a rational actor and require a reduction in
opportunities to be effective in deterring individuals who may have otherwise
engaged in antisocial behaviour.
Risk-based crime prevention must beware that persons defined as
‘dangerous’ or ‘risky’, may of course not be rational in every circumstance. This
is most notable when examining CCTV, where the watched may not actually be
aware that cameras are present. Although CCTV may be a way o f managing risk,
individuals may not be afforded an opportunity to become a rational actor with
the ability to calculate the risk o f being apprehended. Another example would be
in the case o f ‘Megan’s’ or ‘Christopher’s laws’, the criminal becomes
categorized on the basis o f past conduct and may be the subject o f future

84 O’M alley, P. (1992) “Risk, P ow er and Crime Prevention ”, Econom y and Society 21(3): 2 5 2 75, at pg. 253
85 ibid, at pg. 253
86 Rose, Nikolas (1996) “Governing “A dvanced" L iberal D em o c ra c ies”, pp. 3 7 -6 4 in Andrew
Barry, Thomas Osborne and Nikolas Rose (eds) Foucault and Political R eason. London: UCL
Press, at pg. 41
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interventions without reasonable opportunity to foresee the consequences o f
his/her actions. With the deployment o f police foot patrols in communities, a
cost-benefit analysis on the part o f a potential criminal, becomes probable. Fair
notice through increased police visibility is essential in increasing the perceived
likelihood o f being apprehended above the risk tolerance threshold at which point
commission o f criminal acts may no longer be acceptable. This has always been
the case, however, increased police visibility in communities provide a potential
criminal with an increased risk o f apprehension.

Risk in Crime Prevention
Risk, in the context of crime prevention, has been used by institutions to
prevent future harm by managing and re-arranging situational factors correlated
with criminal or unwanted behaviour. Instead o f changing the offender’s
character or discovering and correcting a deeper social motivation for committing
an ‘offence’, institutions attempt to prevent future harm. Telecom Australia for
example spends close to 18 million dollars annually repairing telephone
vandalism and requires new ways o f addressing this problem which has been
insufficiently controlled by police.

M elbourne’s urban rail system spends

approximately 5 million dollars annually on graffiti clean-ups.

88

In these

instances, the public telephone and rail industries have lobbied for restrictions on
spray-paints and markers, designed telephone booths with material resistant to
scratching and marking, and have committed time and resources into creating

87 supra note 22, at pg. 2
88 ibid, at pg. 2
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categories o f vandalism (attaching each category with a psychological profile and
specific definitions).89
Risk management in crime prevention also attempts to identify
circumstances that warrant intervention based on empirical research. For
example, lighting a dark alley to reduce the probability of individuals hiding or
becoming trapped may be common sense to most, however, by lighting the alley,
that alley has become a research project for criminologists seeking to evaluate the
effect o f lighting on criminal activity. Although statistical data m ay b e available
showing some risk o f criminal activity occurring, a reduction in criminal
behaviour must be documented in order to prove that lighting the alley did, in
fact, decrease the risk o f criminal behaviour in the alleyway. As in the case o f
insurance logic, individuals who enter the said alley in the future are exposed to
the same risk, but this will not mean that everyone causes or suffers the same
degrees of risk.90 A child may be at a higher degree of risk in a lighted alley,
similar to a terminally ill patient posing more o f a risk or liability to the insurance
institution. Risks are therefore highly categorical in practice.
In the 1970’s under the social welfarist regimes, incivility was seen as a
matter for health or other welfare authorities.91 The history o f advanced liberal
democracies, however, has shown us that police should play a significant role in
ordering crowds and targeting behaviour that has been correlated with decreases

89 ibid, at pg. 2
90 supra note 83, at pg. 203
91 Grabosky, P.N. (1995) “F ear o f Crime an d F ear Reduction S tra teg ies” Australian Institute o f
Criminology, at pg.4
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in perceived safety.

Q7

Reducing incivility and disorder, through targeted street

policing of welfare offences, and the improvement o f police community-relations
are just a couple o f the techniques associated with a reduction in the perception of
crime. Some have argued that these approaches result in an actual statistical
decrease in crime.

Q-3

In New York City, during the ‘zero tolerance’ phase in the

late 1990’s, it was reported that although statistical crime increased initially, in
the long term it had decreased significantly.94 Most important to advocates o f fear
reduction strategies, public perceptions o f ‘crime’ and ‘disorder’ were on the
decline.95
The DYBIA in Toronto has mapped their police patrolled territory
according to certain offences and have characterized these areas as contributing to
a perceived lack o f safety.96 By requiring police to engage in the systematic
attempt to eliminate certain activities such as panhandling, loitering, sleeping,
drug dealing and gang activity, police presence in these areas is said to contribute
to an overall increase in the perception o f safety and a decrease in these
behaviours. Hence, by increasing visibility in the areas selected as high risk, fear
o f crime can effectively be managed and reduced. For the purpose o f some safety
assessments - for areas requiring increased police visibility, data was collected on

92 Wilson, J.Q., & Kelling, G.L. (1982). “Broken Windows: The p o lic e and neighbourhood
safety". Atlantic Monthly, March. A lso see Kelling, George, and Catherine Coles. 1996. “Fixing
Broken Windows: Restoring O rder an d Reducing Crime in Our C om m unities”. N ew York: Free
Press; Silverman E. B. (1999) “N YPD B attles Crime: Innovative Strategies in P olicin g". Boston,
MA: Northeastern University Press; Bratton, W illiam and Peter Knobler. (1998). “Turnaround:
H ow A m erica’s Top Cop R eversed the Crime Epidem ic". N ew York: Random House; and others.
93 ibid
94 Manning, Peter K. 2001. “Theorizing policing: The dram a and myth o f crim e co n tro l in the
N Y P D ”. Theoretical Criminology, 5:315-44, at pg. 321
95 ibid, at pg. 321. A lso see supra 92, Kelling and Coles
96 ibid, at pg. 322
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assaults and other behaviours commonly associated with homelessness such as,
sleeping, loitering, public urination, etc.

07

As a result of concerns by criminologists about the displacement of crime
from crime prevention strategies, Ronald Clarke and David Weisburd have
encouraged situational crime prevention advocates to re-think target hardening
and other practices that may make it more difficult to penetrate one area, but are
suggested to encourage and spur creativity and innovation on the part o f
‘criminals’ pushing them to relocate their activities. Clarke and Weisburd believe
that the displacement o f risk may have been minimized in hindsight, had
criminological theories afforded more importance to situational and choice factors
in crime prevention. 98
In the case of strategies attempting to defuse benefits o f crime by
prioritizing situational and rational choice principles, risk levels are contingent on
an offender’s determination as to whether or not he/she will be apprehended.
Potential criminals partake in a cost-benefit analysis to decide whether or not to
engage in various activities that may be considered criminal. When confronted by
crime prevention strategies, the rational actors re-think their approach if dealing
with secondary targets based on their experience with primary targets. The risk
level is determined by an individual’s choice in relation to targets that may have
not been intentionally protected by the designer o f the crime prevention strategy requiring the offender to become ‘prudent’.

97 supra note 68 at pg. 6-12
98 Clarke, R. and D. Weisburd (1994). “Diffusion o f Crime Control Benefits: O bservations on the
R everse o f D isplacem ent". In R. Clarke (Ed.), Crime Prevention Studies V ol. 2 . (M onsey, N ew
York: Criminal Justice Press), pp. 165-184, at pg. 167
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According to Clarke and Weisburd, “diffusion o f benefits” refers to the
movement or spread of beneficial influence on an intervention or crime
prevention initiative beyond the primary target from which it was originally
designed." The authors describe it as a sort o f collateral damage with ‘positive’
effects. For example, Closed Circuit Television camera technology (CCTV) was
installed in particular London Underground stations. It was found by Mayhew et
al. (1979) that ‘crime’ was reduced not only in the monitored stations, but also in
nearby stations as well.100 It was suggested that criminals were forced to re
evaluate the risk of being apprehended based on their past experience with CCTV
versus the risk o f being apprehended in stations that did not employ CCTV
technology. Muller and Boos present a typology o f different uses o f CCTV
systems, namely, access control, conduct control, registering evidence, flow
control and the planning o f deployment.101 Although these priorities o f the Zurich
train system may be based on models o f pure behaviourism, there are several
functions intended for this system of surveillance. First, these cameras are placed
in “high-risk environments” .

109

Thus, although there may be statistics and other

data compiled to show the proliferation o f platform activity defined as criminal, it
does not appear as though any definite system o f probability exists that would
allow one to classify CCTV when utilized by the Zurich Transit authorities as
‘risk-based’ according to O ’Malley. Regardless o f this stringent definition of

99 ibid, at pg. 169
100 ibid, at pg. 169
101 Muller, C. and D. Boos (2004) “Zurich Main R ailw ay Station: A Typology o f P u b lic CCTV
S ystem s”, Surveillance & Society 2(2/3): 161-176. A lso see http://www.surveillance-andsociety.org/articles2(2)/typology.pdf, atpg. 161
102 ibid, at pg. 165
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‘risk-based’ apparati of governance, CCTV is certainly a risk management tool.
The authors suggest that, “Successful social order prevention, resulting in
reductions in risks of unexpected behaviour, may lead to a general feeling o f
being in a safe environment.”

103

Hence, from the perspective o f surveillance and

situational crime prevention, benefits may ‘defuse’ from one crime prevention
initiative to another and produce a general improvement in public safety.
In examining rationalities o f crime prevention, it is important to address
the arguments o f those who suggest that the cultural nature o f scientific prediction
and cultural perspectives in general have been undervalued such that claims made
by ‘ordinary people’ “are systematically deleted from recognition, and alternative
collective idioms o f identity and order thus pre-empted.” 104 For example, the
DYBIA managers chair meetings with members from the ‘safe streets
committee’, and deploy a certain degree o f lay knowledge within the auspices o f
the commodified public policing initiative. It is impossible to know for certain
what risk an intoxicated vagrant or group o f youths will pose to the community.
Nonetheless, the police are mandated with the task o f displacing or preventing
nuisances that may arise from the conduct o f these populations in order to
preserve a type of urban aesthetic and guarantee street level civility.
The priority o f policing certain problem behaviours categorized as
detrimental to business interests, along with obstructions to the flow o f human
traffic have become increasingly important to merchants. The DYBIA is

103 ibid, at pg. 168
104 Wynne B. 1996. “M ay the sheep safely graze? A reflexive view o f the expert-lay know ledge
d iv id e ”. In Risk, Environment and Modernity, ed. S Lash, B Szerzynski, B Wynne, pp. 4 4 -8 3 .
London: Sage at pg. 52
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comprised o f over 1484 businesses and property owners who have specific
concerns and economic priorities. A certain number o f merchants are canvassed
regularly by the police as required by the DYBIA administration, and initiatives
are informed on that basis. The Intelligence Led-Policing Initiative (ILP) created
by the Toronto Police Service is one example of a program directed by the
complaints o f lay people (see chapter five). Although canvassing merchant
concerns for directing new initiatives m ay not be what Wynne had envisioned for
recognizing “the potentialities for new forms of political, moral and epistemic
order - ones enjoying greater public identification, and reinvigorated democratic
grounding,” 105 lay knowledge is nonetheless playing an integral role in directing
law enforcement initiatives in downtown Toronto accompanied by the
compilation o f data by an expert system.

Surveillance and ‘Producing’ Security
In an ethnographical study by Rigakos, the “deister” system was explored
as a method by which Intelligarde International fabricates a commodity out o f
information gathering and surveillance. Although, there is perhaps no tangible
commodity in a strictly Marxist economic sense, printouts are produced by
security management detailing the locations and times that deister hits on private
policing patrols occurred.106 Hence, some tangible product is provided to the
client serving both a surveillance function internally and marketing externally.
Internally, by allowing Intelligarde management to be aware o f where their

105 ibid, at pg. 73
106 supra note 19, at pg. 109
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security officers are located. Externally, by affording the client an opportunity to
realize value for their dollar. The process by which officers are made transparent
serves to make the organization more accountable to clients. The deister system
alters the way in which the ‘New Parapolice’ perform their duties. Deister hits
must be completed as some parapolice officers complain, at the expense of good
‘police work’.107 Resistance to the deister system will be outlined in Chapter five.
The Toronto Police Service has yet to implement a direct electronic method o f
surveillance to keep their constables in check, however, the use o f Investigative
Cards (208’s) and Intelligence Led Policing (ILPs) have proven to be an
invaluable resource in the gathering, processing, and reporting o f information on
populations and ensuring that officers are active in policing targeted areas.
Similar to the Deister system, the PAS was created as a response to
institutional demands for knowledge not only about risk, but in order for the
DYBIA to remain accountable to property owners and merchants. The police
must remain accountable to the DYBIA, the DYBIA must remain accountable to
their members, the members must remain accountable to the public, and the
public accountable to their communities. Throughout this process, the public
police services have an obligation to ostensibly remain accountable to all
members o f society equally. It will be interesting to observe the results of
increased dialog between private and public policing service providers (as their
prerogatives continue to expand in scope and as they compete for their share of
the security market).

107 ibid, at pg. 109
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The public police are now engaging in activities more commonly
performed in recent history by private security firms. This may have been
initiated as a response to the trend identifying a monopoly in corporate policing
I AO

by private security firms (especially in the context o f community policing).
Public police officers performing paid duty and callback functions “undertake
routine tasks on behalf o f private risk institutions, such as licensing and certifying
security technologies and operatives and endorsing particular insurance
products.” 109
While Intelligarde’s commodification process may be characteristic of
private security organizations, the public police are also beginning to tailor their
services to include opportunities for businesses associations. The ‘Ottawa
Alliance on Impaired Driving’,110 in conjunction with the Ottawa Police Service
have established a corporate Reduce Impaired Driving Everywhere (RIDE)
program. Several organizations make donations o f $1,000 per RIDE checkpoint
to subsidize the police in random alcohol testing campaigns.111 In exchange for
their donations, members have their logos posted on signage, on the alliance
website and flyers, and sponsors are provided with a plaque in appreciation for
supra note 26
109 supra note 19, at pg. 30
110 http://drivesoberottawa.ca/AboutUsPage.html. Tw elve Ottawa agencies and organizations
formed the Alliance Against Impaired Driving in 2002. Each was dedicated to reducing the
number o f deaths and injuries caused by impaired driving in Canada's capital. The m ission o f the
Ottawa Alliance on Impaired Driving is to stop impaired driving and support safe driving practices
through community partnerships, programming and public education. The A lliance has committed
to increasing the number o f R.I.D.E. checks in Ottawa through establishing a m echanism for
coiporate sponsorship o f these additional sobriety checks. A lliance members include, The
Academy o f Medicine Ottawa, Action Antidrogue Vanier, C AA North & East Ontario, Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health, M ADD Ottawa Chapter, Ontario Ministry o f Transportation,
Ontario Provincial Police, Ontario Students Against Impaired Driving, Ottawa P olice Services,
Ottawa Safety Council, People Services Department, City o f Ottawa, Royal Canadian Mounted
Police.
111 Wade, Chantal. Contact through Ottawa Alliance: Email: Chantal_W ade@camh.net
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their ‘donation’.(see Appendix E)112 Corporate sponsors receive information on
the quantity o f people stopped/arrested/ticketed on shift and a host o f other items
infused with a symbolic exchange value. By informing communities that these
companies are associated with supporting a worthy cause, consumers may acquire
i n

a greater affinity for these commodities.

The police are thus selling

advertising space and guaranteeing a captive audience. The Police have
commodified their services to supply a public policing initiative augmented via
private sources.
The trends documented by those studying private security114, have been
unidirectional in their focus by omitting an analysis o f the commodification o f the
public police. Commodification o f publicly administered state agents not only
alters the techniques used to police populations, but the source of service
provision. Prevention and deterrence through surveillance, the collection of
knowledge and producing documentation still comprise the main framework for
private policing and commodified public police work. The only change is the
degree to which public police officers are not solely crime fighters involved in
response, detention, punishment and control (working as the ‘back-up’ for
parapolice officers), but also implicated in the marketing o f risk and crime
prevention generated through demands made by private organizations for an
expansion o f services available to the public.

112 Obtained via email correspondence from the Ottawa Alliance.
113 Lefebvre, Henri “The Bureaucratic Society o f C ontrolled Consumption ” in E veryday Life in
the M odem World (trans. Sacha Rabinovitch) A llen Lane, London, 1971, at pg. 86
114 See Clifford D. Shearing; Phillip C. Stenning. (1981) “M o d em p riv a te Security: I t ’s Growth
and Implications ” in Crime and Justice, University o f Chicago Press Jones and N ew bum (1999)
“Urban Change and Policing: M ass P rivate P roperty R eco n sid ered ”. European Journal on
Criminal Policy and Research, 7, 2: 225-244
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Commission sales work also provides a good example o f governing at a
distance.115 Similar to the Deister system, corporations set the benchmark for
total control and have been designing ways to shape employee conduct into one
efficient system o f checks and balances. One prominent Canadian
furniture/electronics/appliance retail outlet provides examples o f corporate
capability to promote self-governance through incentive and internal
competitiveness. All computer transactions are monitored and individualized.
Salespeople are divided into 3 groups; furniture, electronics and appliances, and
mattresses. Within these groups are various sub-groupings awarded incentives for
the marketing of warranties, security systems and accessories. Every morning
before the shift commences, a “trigger talk” occurs, where management sets
certain goals and awards prizes to individuals who have achieved ‘entrepreneurial
excellence’ (what Foucault terms ‘closing the gap’). All employees are required
to attend these meetings and witness the crowing o f kings and queens in the spirit
of capitalism and competition. Salespeople within the store operate on
commission and do not receive a base salary. It would appear as though workers
are afforded almost full control over their place o f work and environment with no
real job security. Freedom to succeed, freedom to fail.
Despite the bonding and cohesion that results from competition, rules and
regulations have been instituted to ensure that workers do not discourage their
colleagues. For example, sales people may only engage one customer at a time.
The sales people often spend more time watching each other and monitoring for
infractions then they do marketing their products. If a salesperson fails to sell a
115 Miller, P & Rose, N. (1990). “G overning econom ic life". Economy and Society 19(1): at pg. 2.
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warranty or market an ‘add-on’, they will be mocked by their colleagues and on
occasion reported to managers. Once the salesperson has successfully completed
a transaction, a swipe card must be used by a manager in order to approve the
sale. Although salespeople may be given agency and responsibility, their freedom
to ultimately capitalize on their exchanges is limited. Only 4 percent on average
of the final sale amount (after manager approval) is given to the salesperson.
Central to the argument o f this thesis is a recognition o f the existence of
multiple loci of government, and the dispersal o f apparatuses o f security by the
state and governing institutions within a capitalist mode o f production. An
integral component o f decentralized governance requires the individual to be
provided with mechanisms by which they may govern themselves or appear as
though they are governing themselves. This refers to the need for governing
bodies to develop ways o f regulating behaviour without appearing as though they
are actively governing. By allowing individuals to maintain their autonomous
character, they can be mobilized to achieve political objectives in alignment with
the priorities o f economic growth, successful enterprise and optimum personal
happiness.116

Pan optics
More relevant to the new age o f security and surveillance, society must be
reminded of one o f the most traditional and purportedly effective modes of
monitoring human behaviour whereby,

116 supra note 19, at pg. 28
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each individual.. .securely confined to a cell which
he is seen from the front by a supervisor.. .but the
side walls prevent him from coming into contact
with his companions. He is seen but he does not
see; he is the object o f information, never a subject
in communication... The arrangement of his room,
opposite the central tower, imposes on him an axial
visibility; but the divisions of the ring, those
117
separated cells, imply a lateral invisibility.
This is a picture o f “a collection of separated individualities,” 118 and
reflects a dystopic view o f a society “penetrated through and through with
disciplinary mechanisms.”119 Foucault argues that discipline is essential in its
capacity to “increase the skill o f each individual, coordinate these skills, and
accelerate movem ents.. .”120 Foucault identified that Bentham thought inter alia,
that Panoptics would be the great innovation for the easy and effective exercise of
power.121 Bentham was not ignorant about how this innovation would serve to
sustain capitalism, and most notably individualize and fragment communities.
Visibility organized around a dominating overseeing gaze, m ay be effective for
those who hold power, but can arguably disempower individual freedom and
privacy.
One of the most interesting features o f panopticism, is that it allows the
‘few’ to observe the ‘many’ often without the ‘m any’ even knowing when or
where they are being watched, creating “an apparatus o f total and circulating

117 Foucault, M. (1977). Discipline and Punish (A. Sheridan, Trans.). N ew York: Vintage Books,
at pg. 200
118 ibid, at pg. 201
119 ibid, at pg. 209
120 ibid at pg. 210
121 Foucault, M. (1980) Power/Knowledge: Selected interviews and other writings 1972-1977
(edited by Colin Gordon). N ew York: Pantheon Books, at pg. 148
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mistrust, because there is no absolute point.”

122

When panopticism works,

everyone has the constant feeling that they are being watched by someone else.
This was alluded to by Bentham and critically analyzed by Foucault as a practical
and cost efficient way to allow people to govern themselves. Hence, individuals
would have their actions mediated by the gaze, and any self-governance that came
about would merely be an illusion afforded by the dichotomy o f agency and
freedom.
William Bogard develops the idea o f Panopticism further to include a
discussion of contemporary techniques o f surveillance, and the ways in which
society is governed by a ‘Superpanopticon’ allowing surveillance operators to
obtain information in “real-time”, even beyond the swipe cards, scanners, codes
and cameras.

193

This brings us into the age o f predictions based on risk

management and data collection designed to pre-empt disasters suggested to be
immanent and minimize risk to the governing institution. Bogard alludes to a
phenomenon, which Thomas Mathiesen explains in detail, namely, the application
o f the Panopticon in ‘overcoming’ vision. As a result, the Panoptic model
prevails as an important tool used by governing organizations, to develop new
ways for ‘the few’ to observe ‘the m any’. Conversely, when ‘the m any’ observe
‘the few’ we call this technical apparatus the ‘Synopticon’; the media is
Mathiesen’s prime example. He argues that, “television has produced television
personalities who themselves, from the screen, function as opinion leaders and
links between the media message and people - well known, dear to us, and on the
122 ibid, atpg. 158
123 Bogard, W. (1996). The Simulation o f Surveillance: Hvpercontrol in Telematic Societies.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, at pg. 71.
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face o f it, close to us.” 124 The role of the mass media in shaping public opinion is
an interesting and controversial discussion, however, it remains beyond the scope
o f this examination.
The Synopticon allows us to get our just desserts in a world which always
seems to be watching. After being handed a medium though which we - as a
mass population - can scrutinize a handful o f people, would it not make us
hypocrites to criticize those who watch us. Mathiesen suggests that this situation
clearly ‘calls’ for political resistance, however, he suggests that this resistance
may be silenced “by the very Panopticon and Synopticon which we wish to
counteract.” 125
Practical application o f Panoptic models in the new millennium are
proliferating. Historically, Panoptics were seen as a strategic apparati o f
government that provided a way to,

draw up differences among patients.. .without the
proximity o f b ed s.. .Among school children, it
makes it possible to observe performances, to map
attitudes, to assess characters...To distinguish
laziness from stubbornness.. .Among workers, it
makes it possible to note the aptitudes of each
worker, compare the time he takes to perform a
task, and if they are paid by the day, to calculate
10f>
their wages.

In 2005, the most apparent example o f this apparatus is in the form o f CCTV.
Private security organizations use various surveillance mechanisms allowing

124 Mathiesen, T. (1997). “The view er society: M ichael F o u ca u lt’s ‘P a n o p tico n ’ re v isite d ”.
Theoretical Criminology, 1(2), at pg. 227.
125 ibid, at pg. 231.
126 supra note 121, at page 203.
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populations to retain their ‘autonomous’ character and create a panoptic

127

environment where it is difficult to escape the gaze of the camera. There are
some organizations and institutions that can track the movement o f individuals
within their entire complex.
The proliferation o f CCTV technology has raised questions about its
effectiveness. In a study by Ditton on the effects of CCTV in the city o f Glasgow,
it was concluded that CCTV did not make people feel safer
interestingly, recorded crime increased.

190

198

and more

‘Fear’ it is suggested by Ditton (citing

J. Bannister), “is not necessarily a bad experience, rather it is associated with the
emotional stimulus and provocation necessary if we are to avoid, both
individually and socially, stagnation and stasis.”

1 -W

In other words, fear is useful.

And the peril o f proliferating internal and external CCTV technologies, require
societal institutions to rely more on technologies, rather than on people; “We run
the risk o f worsening, let alone failing to improve the situation,”

131

resulting in

increased fragmentation, leading to alienation and individualized segregation.
In Chicago Illinois, cameras have the ability to “recognize the sound o f a
gunshot within a two-block radius, pinpoint the source, turn a surveillance camera
toward the shooter and place a 911 call.”

1 "39

A chief executive o f the

manufacturer Bryan Baker indicated that this advancement in CCTV technology
provides the advantage of both sight and sound as opposed to the more traditional
!27supra note 19, at pg. 71.
128 Ditton, J. (2000). “Crime and the city: P ublic attitudes tow ards open-street CC TV in
G lasgow British Journal o f Criminology 40, at pg. 706
129 ibid, at pg. 692
130 ibid, atpg. 706
131 ibid, atpg. 707
132 http://www.cnn.com - July 5th, 2005 article submitted by the Associated Press, “Cam eras p u t
p o lic e ears to the ground.” At pg. 1
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cameras which monitor visible activities on the field level.

133

Coincidental or not,

CNN reports that 30 such cameras have been installed in Chicago’s ‘high crime’
neighbourhoods and have been partially responsible for the lowest homicide rate
since 1965.134 Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, San Francisco, New
Orleans and Atlanta are included in a host o f other cities nationwide that are
looking into the promises and perils o f a system allowing agents to monitor
human behaviour in some o f their most frequently traveled public spaces.

iif

With

a reported 24.6 percent o f merchants in the DYBIA foot patrol area supporting the
implementation o f some degree o f public CCTV in the DYBIA, it becomes ever
more important for research to generate conclusive results on the effectiveness of
this panoptic trend.

Communal Spaces and Public Police Services
“Mass Private Property, as initially conceived, refers to expanses of
privately owned space concentrated in the hands o f relatively few corporate
interests, which are nevertheless generally open for the public to visit.” 136
Shearing and Stenning identified an internal contradiction in laws governing
property ownership and intended usage for privatized land tracts.

137

For example,

although the Eaton Centre in Toronto may legally own a good portion o f the
outdoor sidewalk and indoor shopping environment, the public has a reasonable

133 ibid, at pg. 1
134 ibid, at pg. 1
135 ibid, at pg. 2
136 Kempa et. al. (2004) “Policing Communal Spaces: A Reconfiguration o f the M ass P rivate
Property H ypothesis ”. British Journal o f Criminology, 44, 562-581 at pg. 566
137 ibid, at pg. 566
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expectation of access to these areas. As tracts o f privately governed property
expand, individuals are faced with the prospect o f being ejected and banned from
an increasing portion of land. Kempa argues that “with the growth o f such
‘privately’ owned ‘public’ space, the traditional sphere o f activity for the public
police has been reduced: rights of private ow nership.. .expanding the ability of
non-state entities to set and maintain rules based upon private standards.”

138

This

argument needs to be expanded, as it has become clear through research in the
DYBIA, that state agents albeit acting in a quasi-private capacity, are being
encouraged by merchants to enforce the trespass to property act on their behalf.
Public police services through the commodification o f their services, are
becoming agents o f private interests and pre-empting the proliferation o f private
security in some areas.
There have been several other notable criticisms o f the Mass Private
Property hypothesis. First, Jones and Newbum argue that the expansion of
private policing pre-dates the creation o f the mall and mass privatization.

1IQ

Second, they argue that the development o f mass private property has not been as
dominant outside o f North America.140 Third, the authors point to the fact that a
reversal in government policy attempting to revitalize town centers are slowly
eclipsing the proliferation o f mass private property.141 Revitalizing town centers
and the proliferation o f Business Improvement Areas accessing commodified

138 ibid, at pg. 567
139 Jones and Newbum , (1999) “Urban Change and Policing: M ass P riva te P ro p erty
R econ sidered’’. European Journal on Criminal P olicy and Research, 7, 2: 225-244 at pg. 233
140 ibid, at pg. 233
141 ibid, at pg. 234
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public policing services is a key observation made through research in the
DYBIA.
In the 21st century, it becomes increasingly apparent that the concept of
the mall re-emerges in a different form. As important as it may have been in the
past to differentiate between public property and privately owned public access
space, publicly owned public property is becoming increasingly administered by
non-profit private agencies such as the DYBIA. In essence, the mall is moving
onto the sidewalk through the proliferation o f agencies administering and
directing public agents of social control. Publicly owned space is not becoming
privatized per se, but is more frequently being administered by private interests
with specific agendas. Now, there are important differences between malls and
public BIA areas. A BIA cannot restrict access, control protests & traffic, levy
rents and evict merchants in the same way as a mall manager. The city acts as a
rate collector and licenser of the BIA and the BIA is beholden to its merchants in
a qualitatively different way than mall managers. The logic o f policing, however,
namely the need for regulating bodies for the purpose o f enhancing consumption
is almost identical. The implications for the community are yet to be fully
understood, however, many merchants would like to see the police more actively
engage in their community. Hence, whereas private security changed the
dynamic o f social control in privately owned and operated public spaces, the
public police through organizations such as the DYBIA are altering the dynamic
o f social order in publicly owned, privately administered environments. Business
Improvement Areas, Business Improvement Districts, and Block Improvement
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Districts are recent developments in the organization o f mass public property with
distinct links to 17th and 18th century modes o f policing. Kempa et. al. in their
revisiting o f the mass private property hypothesis expand their scope o f interest to
include what they call “communal spaces”. Instead o f looking solely at
ownership and public access contradictions, the authors have created “an umbrella
concept.. .of property forms that are, to a greater or lesser degree, open to the
public and under state and/or non-state control.” 142 Although the idea o f
communal spaces would include areas such as the DYBIA, there is still an over
emphasis on the role o f private non-state agents in the provision o f security for
these areas. With the proliferation o f commodified public policing operating
these communal spaces, it will be difficult for future research to deny the
increasing complicity o f the public police, competing with private security
organizations for the responsibility o f policing communal spaces.

Business Improvement Areas: A New Form o f Governance
In the words of Robert Ellickson, a key advocate for the formation of
Block Improvement districts:
Unlike a voluntary-membership tenants association
of the sort the NYPD has been pushing, in the usual
instance a BLID would be a mandatory-membership
association o f property owners. A BLID would levy
assessments on its members in order to finance
services supplementary to those ordinarily provided
by local governments. Partly because I propose
authorizing the owners o f a supermajority of
property to compel dissenting property owners to
join a BLID, this innovation would require passage
of a state enabling act to govern the formation,
142 supra note 123, at pg. 570.
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structure, and powers o f these institutions.
Legislative drafters could pattern these statutes after
the ones that many states have enacted during the
past decade to authorize the establishment of
mandatory-membership Business Improvement
Districts (BID).143
Reaction of merchants to mandatory-membership initiatives such as those
deployed by BIDs, BLIDs and the DYBIA has varied. Some merchants are
thrilled, while others believe that these business improvement areas are
illegitimate, undemocratic, and a waste o f money, “run by a bunch o f cronies” .144
Merchants in the DYBIA are mandatory members who, along with city council,
must renew the tenure o f the BIA every five years. The property owners sit on
the review board, while merchants pay increased rent adjusted by the property
owner to account for the property tax levees.
The DYBIA was formed on June 26, 2001. As a result o f the efforts o f the
then Yonge Street Business & Residents Association, the DYBIA was comprised
of local business and property owners who shared a common goal; the
improvement of the Downtown Yonge area by making it safer, cleaner and more
inviting.145 Following the example o f Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) in
the United States, the DYBIA is now in the position to employ or lobby for

143 Ellickson, Robert. “N ew Institutions f o r O ld N eighbourhoods” Duke L.J. V ol 48, N o .l
(O ct.1998), at pg. 77-78. A lso see generally Richard Briffault, A Government for Our Time? The
Business Improvement District and Urban Governance (Dec. 4, 1997) (unpublished manuscript,
on file with author) [hereinafter Briffault, A Government for Our Time] (offering a com prehensive
account o f the legal and policy issues surrounding BIDs); Richard Briffault, “The R ise o f Sub
local Structures in Urban Governance”, 82 Minn. L. Rev. 503, 517-521 (1997); Mark S. Davies,
“Business Improvement D istricts", 52 Wash. U.J. Urb. & Contemp. L. 187 (1997) (providing a
generally favourable assessm ent o f BIDs); David J. Kennedy, “Restraining the P o w e r o f Business
Improvem ent D istricts: The Case o f the G rand Central Partnership ”, 15 Y ale L. & P o l’y Rev.
283, 294-299 (1996) (criticizing the undemocratic nature o f BIDs in N ew York).
144 This comment was made by a merchant who categorically refused to complete the M SSS
145 http://www.downtownyonge.com/index.asp?navid=8
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security services on behalf of merchants and other ‘constituents’ o f the DYBIA
including through complaints that may be filed with the DYBIA by residents.146
Shortly after its inception, the DYBIA began a ‘paid duty’147 policing initiative.
Members of the Toronto Police Service were hired to conduct foot patrols within
the boundaries o f the DYBIA and act as a deterrent against crime and disorderly
conduct. These police officers were not initially required to submit
documentation accounting for their actions while on duty other than reporting on
the frequency of any tickets written or charges laid. In order to make police
patrols more transparent and increase accountability, the DYBIA Patrol Activity
Sheet (PAS) was created and implemented in October, 2004 (see Figure 2.3).
A senior police manager in Toronto, identifies the duties of, what I am
referring to as, ‘callback’ services (Interview PM1). There may be good political
reason to differentiate between the terms ‘paid duty’ and ‘callback’, nonetheless,
they are both ways in which the public police sell their services. Rarely have
police been required to commodify their services by way o f communication
146 Most BIDs with budgets in excess o f $750,000 have created their own security force with the
objective o f improving public safety within their boundaries. Depending on their resources and
size, they employ between 2 and 60 guards (small BIDs usually contract out their security
services). See Vindevogel Franck, (2005) “P rivate Security and Urban Crime M igration: A b id fo r
B ID s”, Sage: London Jour. C.J. Vol 5(3) 233-255 at pg. 237
147 In the words o f a senior police manager, “I was called up by the media on another matter and
they were somewhat hostile to the view , how com e the BIA has paid duties but you w o n ’t go to
other places and are denying other services. These are not paid duties per se. A paid duty is when
you hire a police officer to act as a police officer on yo u r property. He w ill stop traffic to let your
customers in and out, acting within the laws in direct relationship to your property. These are not
paid duties but are callbacks and I call them that for a specific reason. From an officer’s
perspective it is the same, they are o ff duty, have been given premium pay, are not working for a
specific business, but out working for the community, it is entirely different. B ecause they are
working for the community, the BIA can com e down and say “we want you to do these things”,
but it works for everyone. The BIA is enhancing the benefit for all. I want to make it clear that
this is not private policing, I don’t believe it is, it com es from funds generated from businesses,
but this is augmenting a service which w e c a n ’t g ive them the w ay they want it. Residents are not
included, but be mindful that callback officers are not just looking out for businesses on Yonge
street, they’re looking after residents as well. There is a big difference between private policing
and what’s happening here.
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formats while on duty. In my research, I was unable to find a public police force
in Canada that administers a callback requiring the completion of reports for a
private organization. Insurance companies may require information that has made
its way into police documentation, but this data is also used internally by the
police.

148

The PAS is a client-driven report, above and beyond that which police

officers are required to complete.
The theory outlined in the preceding chapter has been key in delving into
the constitution o f commodified public policing. Historical policing and
surveillance methods inform the creation o f modem tools used to maintain order
in the community. The totalitarian regimes developing from oppressive police
practices and vice-versa provide clear evidence that a definite separation must
exist between police and state. Similarly, private governing organizations must
have the necessary checks implemented by the state ensuring that police forces do
not fall victim to agenda usurpation. Neo-liberal governance through
preventative foot patrols has been established in theory as an active policing
strategy utilized by police services patrolling communal spaces. Order
maintenance through Broken Windows may posit policing requirements that
appear to be common sense, however, individuals may become regular targets,
profiled and punished for systemic inequalities resulting from poverty and
homelessness.
Officer interviews and empirical data designed to gather expert knowledge
on the effectiveness o f foot patrol as a policing strategy will be addressed
148 Richard V. Ericson and Aaron D oyle (2004), Uncertain Business: Risk. Insurance and the
Limits o f Knowledge.
Toronto: University o f Toronto Press.
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throughout the remainder of this thesis. The effect o f the PAS and resistance to
such documents will also be explored. The theme o f Surveillance will also be
revisited in practical application through an examination of strategic policing and
the use of ‘208 investigative cards’ by police. Approaches to the policing of
communal spaces will be examined in the context o f their practical application by
comparing two policing initiatives; the Tresspass Interdiction Program (TIP) and
the Yonge Street Detail (YSD). Valuable officer commentary and intimate
observations derived from officer interviews and ethnographical research will also
be linked to previously outlined theoretical concepts.
The next chapter will review the results o f the Merchant Security
Satisfaction Survey. Results of the survey, with particular reference to foot patrol
and increased involvement of police in the community, will relate the extent to
which fear of crime affects demands for increased police visibility. These
findings may be useful for organizations looking to improve policing services on
the basis of (i) an increased police presence; (ii) more effective CCTV
technology; (iii) ILPs; (iv) behaviour disdained by merchants.
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Chapter 3: Merchant Fear in the DYBIA

Accurately measuring fear o f crime is an important tool for planning, and
reform o f policing and security initiatives. The MSSS, as explained in Chapter
one; acted as a useful device for measuring perceptions of safety. This chapter
seeks to explore statistical data accumulated during the survey research phase.
This was the first survey of this magnitude completed in cooperation with the
DYBIA and Toronto Police Service. The survey contained a representative
sample o f the commodified police patrol area with a 95 percent confidence plus or
minus five percent. As previously mentioned, fear o f crime is viewed as a key
indicator when attempting to measure the effectiveness of police foot patrol (See
Appendix B). For the purposes o f this chapter, commentary and statistical
revelations will stem directly from answers to questions included in the MSSS.
Merchant feedback was the most effective way to gauge the level fear in the
DYBIA. Data produced as a result o f the MSSS may also be useful in compiling
and directing new policing initiatives. Throughout this process merchants were
able to compliment police and DYBIA policy as well as vent frustrations held in
reference to security shortfalls.

Security A wareness and Involvement
Merchants in the DYBIA appear to have exhibited a propensity for apathy
with reference to their security. The following three examples from the MSSS,
speak to general attitudes about security and safety on the part o f merchants.
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First, as shown in Figure 3.1, 90.8 percent o f merchants responding to the MSSS
have never visited the DYBIA website on improving safety. All merchants have
been issued documentation on several occasions with information on accessing
special member based services on the DYBIA’s website. Some property owners,
however, may not have been properly informing tenants o f their right to access
the ‘member’s section’ of the DYBIA website. If this is the case, it is not at all
surprising that a clear majority o f merchants have never visited the DYBIA
website on improving safety. Second, over 20 percent of all MSSS participants
did not fill in any comments or recommendations in the relevant section o f the
MSSS. Whether or not these individuals just did not have the time, or failed to
complete the open-ended portion o f the survey for some other reason, it would
appear as though some merchants feel as though they have more pressing business
elsewhere. Although this is not uncommon during routine data collection, it still
deserves to be acknowledged. Third, over 30 percent o f merchants who believe
that crime is ‘higher than it should be’ or ‘very high’, failed to complete the open
ended comment section at the end o f the MSSS. Some o f these merchants may
have believed that filling out this survey would accomplish nothing, and writing
comments would be a mere waste o f time. Independent o f this assumption, it is
suggested that these findings are indicative o f small, yet significant levels of
security apathy within the DYBIA.
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Figure 3.1 - W ebsite Visitation Frequency
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Demands for Increased Police Services
Merchants want the public police to become increasingly involved in
patrolling the DYBIA businesses. As Figure 3.2 indicates, 97.8 percent of those
answering believe that foot patrol visits are beneficial. As Figure 3.3 displays, out
of the 76.1 percent o f merchants who have not yet filled out a Trespass to
Property Act Authorization Form (TPAF), 77.6 percent (at the time the survey
was taken) felt that they would like to fill one out now.
Figure 3.2 - A re Foot Patrol V isits Beneficial?
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Figure 3.3 - TPA Authorization Form Usage
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Figure 3.4 shows reasons why some merchants have not filled out the TPAF. The
TPAF allows merchants to authorize police to eject and/or ban certain individuals
from private property without the filing o f a formal complaint. Normally, police
would need to receive a call from a merchant complaining about a vagrant or
undesirable person who the merchant needed help removing from their property.
Depending on the current workload and call capacity, constables would then be
dispatched to the location of the complaint. By signing the TPAF, the merchant
no longer needs to call police in order to trigger a police response. W ith the
signed TPAF in hand, police can now immediately respond in a preventative
capacity because they are legally designated as agents o f the property owner. Due
to the large percentage of merchants who indicated a desire to complete this form,
it is clear that businesses would like police to become increasingly involved in the
provision of security on private property. This finding has concrete implications
for any discussion surrounding mass private property. Increased desire on the
part o f merchants to have their private property patrolled by public authorities
alters the entire concept o f private property as originally conceived at the end of
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feudalism. Furthermore, the implications o f police patrolling private property
speaks to merchants desire for assistance in preventing loss and unwanted
behaviour under the auspices o f neo-liberal governance. As Figure 3.5 illustrates,
61.1 percent o f merchants completing the MSSS were o f the opinion police
patrols must be increased, while 9.1 percent wanted private security operating for
the DYBIA.149 Overall, a majority of merchants were interested in the police
playing a more active role in the community and this was reflective o f a
community that has acute and articulated security
interests.
Figure 3.4 - Reasons for not filling out a TPA Authorization Form
(Coded Qualitative Data)
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149 There were no statistical frequencies associated with these percentages. They were a calculated
combination o f qualitatively codified responses provided by merchants on the open ended portion
o f the MSSS (This portion was completed by just under 80 percent o f total respondents).
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Figure 3.5 - Merchant Demands for Security (Qualitatively Codified)
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The Role o f Private Security
Throughout this study, I had been given several opportunities to study the
behaviour of private security. Out of the 109 total participants in the MSSS, 20
had reported employing their own private security. As shown in Figure 3.6 - out
o f these participants, 63.2% reported that they use private security for extra
safety/prevention. While another 5.3% hired security due to the perception that
police are unable to address business concerns, and 10.5% believe private security
is necessary to provide a much needed increased policing presence. One
merchant was quoted as saying:
Both Covenant House and Evergreen are the Cancer o f the
area. They have killed business traffic as they are solely
responsible f o r drug trafficking, assault (both ph ysical and
verbal), extensive drug use, LOITERING [sic], p ro p erty
damage, youth gangs, etc. Since 1 9 9 4 ,1 have done everything
from taking photographs o f these individuals and p a sse d them
on to police, to working with the p o lic e and other businesses in
the area on how to solve the problem , however, nothing has
worked... Therefore, the only other solution is not ju st fo o t
patrol, but rather fu ll time p o lic e presen ce a t Yonge and
Gerrard.
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A full time police presence may not be practical when taking into account other
police duties while on shift work. He concludes,
Perhaps business owners w ill recognize their safety with
private security available...P erhaps a test o f trial an d error
can ultimately g iv e us the answer. It is fin a lly time to locate
fu ll time policin g here to oversee these individuals in this most
precious area.

Private security may be an interesting addition to the Downtown Yonge
community in light of merchant feedback on the effectiveness o f the DYBIA foot
patrol when compared to private security as Figure 3.7 illustrates. Namely, 55.6%
of merchants who employ private security believe that their quality o f policing is
better that the commodified services o f the Toronto Police. This statistic may
speak to the desire for overarching individualized forms o f security and policing
demanded by businesses in general.
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Figure 3.6 - Reasons for Employing Private Security
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Figure 3.7 - Is Private S ecurity More Effective than the D Y B IA Foot
Patrols

About the Same

55.6% o f merchants who employ private security, believe that their private
security is more effective than the patrols performed by the public police. From
aiding in the rebuilding o f neighbourhoods at Jane and Finch to maintaining order
in Regent Park, private security firms have increasingly shown their ability to
adapt and change the ways in which they render their services. This finding may
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require police to further investigate why merchants feel this way. Police may also
become increasingly willing to alter services available to their clients to increase
their legitimacy and effectiveness in providing security.

Demands fo r Police Funding and Private Security
Currently, the DYBIA allocates 13.9% o f its annual operating budget to
the DYBIA police patrol.150 This dollar figure is approximately $194,000.
According to merchants, this is an insufficient amount. When merchants were
asked what percentage o f the total operating budget ought to be allocated toward
policing, the average answer was 20.5%. The dollar amount on this figure would
be approximately $287,000 constituting or a $93,000 annual increase. Figure 3.8
indicates responses to this question ranged from one percent to one hundred
percent. It is not surprising to find merchants wanting to spend more on policing
given that (as indicated in Figure 3.9), over 90% felt that crime has been the same
or increasing over the past six months (from October 1st 2004 until July 3rd, 2005).
Whether or not the DYBIA wishes to hire more police or research a private
security pilot project, increased visibility may be a viable solution to reducing this
overwhelmingly negative perception o f crime. During a safe streets committee
meeting on October 4th, 2005, one participant inquired as to the effect o f the
media on perceptions o f criminal behaviour.151 This lies beyond the scope o f this
examination, however, future research could include questions to measure the

150 This figure was provided by the Operations Coordinator o f the D Y B IA and was based on a
total $ 1,400,000 annual operating budget
151 D Y BIA Safe Streets Committee, Downtown Mariott, October 4th, 2005 from 11:00am -l:00pm
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effect of a participant’s exposure to the media upon the formation o f opinions
concerning fear of crime.

Figure 4.8 - Percentage of Operating Budget to be Allocated Toward
Policing
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Parapolicing denotes a specific type of aggressive policing activity
focusing on controlling and deterring criminal behaviour.

152

The Broken

Windows logic of controlling crime is an example o f a popular approach
employed by the new parapolice. Examining the role of the private policing in
Canada is increasingly important as the sheer numbers o f licensed security
officers would indicate - ranging from 84,000 to 109,900 as o f 2002.153 154 This
begs the question, why has there been such a proliferation of private security
officers? Why are there more than twice as many private uniformed security
guards as there are public uniformed police officers in Canada?155 It has been
suggested that private security is predominantly a corporate phenomenon that
marks a shift away from the need for traditional public police control, and a
corresponding move toward assumption of elements of the criminal justice system
by private entities.156 Private companies and governmental institutions, operating
independently of the State, are taking advantage o f relatively inexpensive security
labour allowing them to better supervise their employees, satisfy internal demands
for the management o f risk and maintain stability within their organization. From
confronting vagrancy on private property, to the production o f knowledge
designed to strengthen investment opportunities, to the monitoring and regulation
of employee conduct, the New Parapolice play a critical role within various forms
o f corporate management seeking to maximize the flow o f information through

152 supra note 19, at pg. 10
153 ibid, at pg. 10.
154 http://www.statcan.ca/Daily/English/040810/d040810b.htm
155 supra note 19, at pg. 10.
156 ibid, at pg. 5.
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technology and to “align economic, social and personal conduct with sociopolitical objectives”.

1 57

When asked about a role for private security in the DYBIA, one police
manager replied, “Private security is good to a certain extent in any given area,
but if you are looking for policing that’s what we do. Security could make things
better if you’re looking for security.”(Interview PM2) As previously mentioned,
over 61 percent of merchants in the DYBIA when asked what they would like
their community to do to make them or their customers feel safer recommended
increased police patrols. It would appear that merchants want more uniformed
police officers.
The Trespass Interdiction Program (TIP) employed by Intelligarde
International is designed to “clean out the drug trade and prostitution from
buildings.”

1SX

Program advocates have suggested that these activities not only

compromise the quality o f life for residents living in these buildings, but also
serve(d) to ‘provoke’ other infractions such as muggings, car break-ins, thefts and
vandalism.159 The New Parapolice enter buildings and attempt to seek out
community groups who may be able through the establishment o f informal
controls, to oppose the presence o f these ‘intruders’.160 Employing an
‘evangelical’ approach, the president o f Intelligarde organizes a community
meeting and reveals all o f the past, present and future policing initiatives that
have, are, and will take place. This meeting not only allows members to visually

157 supra note 38, at pg. 2.
158 supra note 8, at pg. 90
159 ibid, at pg. 90
160 ibid, at pg. 90
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connect with each other, but promotes a sense o f solidarity. Residents ‘rally’
around the parapolice and begin to form bonds pledging cooperation with future
initiatives. Tenants express their concerns, air their frustrations and can once
again be recognized as a community. They may indeed be reconstituted as a
community through policing. The TIP can have the effect o f re-building
communities through the identification o f an enemy and the force that will defeat
it.
The public policing initiative was deployed by the Toronto Police service
and was called the ‘Yonge Street detail’. Here are the specifics as recounted by a
senior police manager:
The Yonge street detail. 10 officers. 1 g a ve them a box o f
business cards, a cellphone and a pager. They were not
allow ed to drive or ride a bike - a ll they w ere to do is walk.
They w ere asked to walk, to go door to door, to go into
laneways, go into bars, I wanted them in there to p resen t a
card an d the message was, i f you have an em ergency and need
the p o lic e right aw ay call 911. I f you have a problem that can
w ait a day, call me. M e or one o f m y colleagues w ill com e
over an d fix the problem . S ta ff sergeants w ere outraged
w ondering how they w ere going to answ er the radio calls. The
interesting thing was, when 1 p u t them out there, the radio calls
went down, and the p eo p le on Yonge Street loved it.
M erchants would be thrilled about how many business cards
they had, having 10 different names that he could ca ll in order
to solve a problem . You could have a ca ll 10 times to the same
address, take 1 officer to go there and sta y until the problem is
fixed, th a t’s 10 calls gone. I f the officers w ere really doing
what they w ere supposed to be doing, g ivin g out business cards
and fixin g problem s, things w ould be different (Interview
PM1).

It is interesting to note the comparable saturation/community-oriented response
deployed by both policing approaches. Whether it be visiting tenants, or visiting
merchants, private and public policing service providers are dealing one on one
with their clients and projecting high levels o f accountability. Another common
element of these two initiatives was foot patrol. As the New Parapolice patrol by
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foot down the hallways and alleys o f apartment complexes or shopping malls, the
public police patrol by foot door to door and serve the property owner/managers
of small and large businesses alike. The last key element deployed by both
approaches, is the creation of a solidarity between authority figures and the
public. Whether it be the tenant services committee/board or the DYBIA, both
private and public bodies govern through agencies with similar goals and crime
problems. Security concerns provide cause for communities to come together and
cooperate. The need for security can be argued to exist in every circumstance,
however, the degree to which the community participates depends on the degree
to which policing service providers are able to appeal to the communities’
interests.

Governing Boundaries and Adequate Police Response
The current boundaries o f the DYBIA foot patrol extend about one-half o f
a kilometer down Yonge Street (both sides) from Grosvenor to Richmond Streets.
Division of territory can have implications for the way in which jurisdictional
policing operates. Crime rates recorded and compared inside and outside o f BIDs
in the United States are indicative o f the important effect o f boundaries.161 In the
DYBIA, division o f territory must be done in such a way, so as not to create
policing voids. One officer working the DYBIA callback noted,

In between Grosvenor and B loor (just north o f the DYBIA
boundary) we have a deadm an's zone (Respondent 26).

161 supra note 146 at pg. 239
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This was the first real sense of the ‘gating effect’ emerging as a result o f directed
patrols within a given boundary. This ‘gating effect’ flows from the nature of
dividing territory, leading to some areas becoming neglected, which may allow
disorder to proliferate. A simple answer to this problem would be for the DYBIA
to work in cooperation with the Bloor-Yorkville BIA to ensure that merchants in
this current policing void get the attention they require.
Aside from merchants outside the community receiving a different level of
policing than those within the DYBIA, concerns were voiced about the
boundaries between policing divisions within the city proper. The DYBIA police
foot patrol rotates between 51 and 52 Divisions o f the Toronto Police Service.
Due to the fact that Yonge Street is the boundary between these two divisions,
several problems became apparent. The most pressing issue is the facilitation of
communication between the two divisions while on callback for the DYBIA. In
theory, an event could be taking place on one side o f the street and the foot patrol
for the opposite division may never receive word o f it. This may place the
officer’s safety in danger, and may also hamper community response efforts.
While a car from 51 Division may have been dispatched to respond, the DYBIA
foot patrol from 52 Division may already be standing right in front o f the event
location. The police must ensure that the communicators working in the radio
room have the ability to dispatch the foot patrol to a location if they happen to be
in proximity to the source o f the complaint. This is necessary in order to address
response times. According to Figure 3.10, only 18.4 percent o f merchants believe
that the police are doing a good job responding to complaints. 45.9 percent
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believe that police are doing a poor job and 35.7 percent believe that they are
doing an average job responding to incidents. Follow-ups run along a similar
pattern with 46.3 percent of merchants believing that the police are doing a poor
job, with only 17.5 percent believing the police are doing a good job. As several
police constables noted, their ability to stay and solve merchant difficulties is
hampered by the need to ‘chase the radio’ or move on to the next line o f business.
If the DYBIA foot patrol (who are not actively responding to radio calls), were
given certain responsibilities to address calls relating to DYBIA constituents, the
car that was dispatched from the other division (or their own division for that
matter) would be able to move on to address other more pressing and substantial
concerns in the neighbourhood.
During the observational research, it became clear that foot patrol officers
are very much aware o f the boundary limitations. As they reach Richmond Street
(at the most southern tip o f the DYBIA boundary) one officer reminds his partner,
“Whoa!! We ran outta room.”(Respondent 22) Fifty-two Division (o f which these
officers are members) continues several more blocks south to the harbour,
however, this patrol is cut off at Richmond Street at the behest o f their corporate
sponsors.
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Figure 3.10 - Police Performance Across Various Categories
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The ‘outta room ’ philosophy is of course common parlance for the New
Parapolice and private security providers in general. With the exception of
jurisdictional boundaries, however, public police generally do not ‘run out o f
room’. Even during routine patrol, calls are re-routed across different divisional
boundaries. One constable informed me that on several shifts he has spent more
time responding to calls in different divisions than he had in his own.
Anyw here from 2-6 times a shift... I w as in 14 division f o r like
a week, 1 guess som eone must have been in court, o r m aybe at
class, o r m aybe taking a call from a p a re n t who w anted an
officer to p u t their kids to bed (Respondent 14).

Several police officers feel as if their resources are stretched to the limits, which
may be a reason for longer response times and a perception o f higher crime on the
part o f merchants.
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According to one constable, former police chief Fantino downsized the
force to the point where only 6-10 people within some divisions are physically
working the street. (Respondent 8) Officers are thus required to attend court and
courses on their dayshifts thereby pulling valuable resources off the street.
According to two constables, some officers are becoming increasingly averse to
completing any duties or investigations that may result in court time.
(Respondents 6 and 8) Does the reluctance to engage in time-consuming policing
activities speak to the role o f police as risk reducing officers? One constable
notes, “A need to increase productivity has depleted the police force”
(Respondent 14). Becoming overwhelmed by external demands for knowledge
about risk may exacerbate police perception o f officer availability and may
contribute to the public perception that police are not doing their jobs due to a
lack o f visibility (especially within the DYBIA where merchants on average see
police in the area o f their business 3-4 times in an entire week).

Perceptions o f Safety in the DYBIA
Based on the results o f the MSSS, a majority o f merchants within the foot
patrol boundaries feel reasonably safe, when performing various activities within
the DYBIA in or around the area o f their business(es). Additionally, a majority o f
merchants within the foot patrol boundaries, believe that the Toronto Police
service are doing a good or average job when rated on crime prevention, response,
follow-ups, providing infonnation and friendliness. There is, however, a
significant minority who have also identified shortcomings in police actions.
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As shown in Figure 3.11, over 40% o f respondents feel unsafe or very
unsafe walking alone, walking to a vehicle, waiting for TTC, walking past
strangers alone and being at their store alone after dark. Moreover, Figure 4.12
reveals that over 70% of respondents believe that theft, drinking/drug use,
loitering, panhandling, drug dealing, and groups o f teenagers have become an
increasing problem or have not improved over the past 6 months. These
perceptions may largely arise as a result o f ‘general maintenance issues’, or what
Broken Windows may refer to as ‘public nuisance offences’, wherein most of
these activities do not even constitute offences punishable under the law. For
example, although over 35 percent o f respondents believe that panhandling,
loitering and theft have become more o f a problem over the past 6 months,
panhandling and loitering are not offences. The panhandling must be aggressive,
and the loitering must be occurring on private property where a merchant wishes
to either delegate an agent or themselves enforce the Trespass to Property Act.
This is a “Catch-22” for governing bodies such as the DYBIA due to the fact that
these ‘public welfare offences’ are often responsible for an increasing perception
of crime and disorder.
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Figure 3.11 - Fear Levels During Daily Routines
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Figure 3 .1 2 - Perception of Various Behaviour Over the P a st 6 Months
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The Promise o f Foot Patrol
The promise o f foot patrol was discussed in chapter two and input
gathered from officers on foot patrol as a general policing strategy will be
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discussed further in chapter five. According to Figure 3.13, 55 percent of
merchants chose foot patrol as their preferred mode o f policing. An additional
20.2 percent o f participants believed that a combination of foot and bicycle patrol
was key to policing the DYBIA while 7.3 percent suggested that a combination of
motorized and foot patrol were the best way to police the area. In total, over 82
percent o f merchants want to see the police out conducting some foot patrol while
on duty in the DYBIA. When police were asked about foot patrol as a policing
strategy, responses varied, however, a clear majority o f officers believe that foot
patrol allows them to develop a different relationship with the community and
provides a more effective way o f controlling disorder.

Figure 3.13 - P olicing Patrol Method Preference
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The DYBIA foot patrol is a significant contributor to the general policing
presence in the area. As shown in Figure 3.14, MSSS participants have indicated
that, on average, police are seen in the vicinity o f their business three times per
week. However, 44 out o f 109 participants as o f June 6, 2005 report they have
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yet to be visited by the public police since the patrols commenced in 2003-2004.
Some visits may have occurred without the knowledge of the survey participant
(as the patrols occur in the evening). All participants were asked to consult co
workers, colleagues and other staff in order to mitigate the effect o f this variable.
It is also possible that this number may be lower as a result o f visits occurring
after the completion o f the survey. Nonetheless, ten respondents had never seen
the police in or around the area of their business. One business received 84 visits
by police since the implementation o f the PAS, when it was only required to be
visited five times. This business, ironically enough, was a local coffee shop.
Some businesses such as this local coffee shop may have more appeal to the foot
patrol, or police may have already established contacts within the business. This
finding confirms the statement o f the constable in chapter five indicating that
several businesses have been visited even though they were not listed on the PAS.
Figure 3.14 - Police V isibility/V isitation
(Per Week)
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When visitation was grouped into 3 categories o f zero visits, one to five
visits, or six or more visits, police visitation was found to be statistically
significant for reducing merchant feelings o f un-safety for serving customers they
didn’t know after dark (9C2 = 13.096, df= 4, p<.01), walking past people they
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didn’t know, while alone after dark (9C2 = 13.381, d f= 4, p<.01), and being alone
in their business after dark (X2 = 9.907, df= 4, p<.05) These results were obtained
after safety responses were re-coded into 3 groups: (i) very safe or reasonably
safe; (ii) neither safe nor unsafe; (iii) somewhat safe and very unsafe. It is
important to note, however, that there were no significant effects on perceptions
of safety for walking alone after dark, riding or waiting for any form o f transit
after dark, riding a bicycle alone after dark, or walking to their car in a parking lot
alone after dark. Moreover, visitation had a statistically significant effect on the
merchant perception o f changes in crime over the past six months (9C2 = 15.510, d f
= 4, p<.01). Only 6.8% o f respondents with zero visits felt that crime was
decreasing, whereas 33.3% of respondents with six or more visits by the DYBIA
foot patrol felt crime was decreasing. When sightings of police were also grouped
into three categories o f zero sightings, one to five sightings and six or more, there
were no significant effects on any feelings of safety measures. It would seem that
simple patrol without contact had no effect comparable to in-store visits.
Foot patrol has been identified as the most preferred method o f police
patrol. Furthermore, merchants have identified situations they would like to see
targeted by police such as, loitering, panhandling, groups o f teens and drug
trafficking.

Levels of safety vary from situation to situation, however, the

overall perception o f crime is high and increasing. Police performance has been
criticized on the grounds o f response, follow-ups and information provision. On
the whole, survey participants have indicated that they would like the police to be
more involved in enforcing the Trespass to Property Act on their property.
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Participants would also like to see the police more involved in the community
based on the consensus that police patrols must be increased coupled with more
visits which were almost unanimously declared to be beneficial.
The MSSS has provided for important data revealing perceptions of crime
as well as evaluating areas o f policing shortfalls. A more comprehensive survey
o f this nature needs to be conducted to include all members o f the DYBIA. A
separate tool may also be useful when distributed to other members o f the public
such as residents or shoppers. In hindsight, it may have been useful for this
research instrument to gather more information on the participants such as
ethnicity, age, gender, etc. to help in addressing stereotypes relating to said
categories. The results o f this survey released in this thesis must be provided to
merchants, property owners and other research participants in order to inform
them of issues relating to security in the downtown core.
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Chapter 4 - Observing Commodified Public Policing

Observational research yielded some interesting results about surveillance
methods utilized by a public police force that commodifies its services. By
agreeing to engage in merchant visits directed by the DYBIA, the Toronto Police
Service (TPS) have developed new relationships with businesses, some o f which
may enhance their police work on regular shift. Several observations were made
while police were involved in controlling and reducing disorder. The implications
of controlling and reducing disorder may be an important mandate o f the DYBIA,
however, it may invariably change the way police interact with individuals in the
community. The commodification o f public policing services has allowed
constables to engage in the policing o f activities that may otherwise go un-policed
during routine police shifts. Officers spend a significant proportion o f their time
answering radio calls and completing the paperwork associated with response
calls. Commodified public policing service providers on callback for the DYBIA
possess greater latitude to respond to certain events as and when they see fit. This
freedom afforded to the police by commodified public police patrols did not go
unnoticed by officers. They expressed a desire to import this greater response
flexibility into their regular shift-work. DYBIA callback police officers have
greater flexibility to engage public maintenance offences such as jay-walking,
illegally stopped vehicles, panhandling, loitering, gang activity and generally to
communicate with lawbreakers in a more territorial and comprehensive manner.
One constable makes it clear,
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1 am the King Lion and evil p eo p le do not eat without my
pen n ission - without the p o lice presence, the evil lions will
have their snacks (Respondent 38).

This chapter will discuss some o f the relationships formed by for-hire
police while on duty in the DYBIA’s territory with a specific mandate. Officer
commentary and events recorded on shift during the field research conducted with
the DYBIA foot patrol will be discussed. Events will be linked to some o f the
major theoretical principles discussed earlier such as, Broken Windows,
surveillance (and the idea of placing individuals into the permanently watched),
the effect of communication formats on police methods, and responses by the
public, police, and security during attempts to police communal spaces. One
police officer had even discussed the idea o f Broken Windows at length during
patrol - another patrol officer revealed the importance of discovering strategic
locations for monitoring groups. The following is a glimpse into a realm of
policing rarely uncovered by criminological research and will provide a deep
intimate look into the life o f the DYBIA foot patrol.
More basic than the high-tech concept o f achieving total control through
the use o f electronic surveillance techniques such as advanced CCTV and Deister
technology, access to DYBIA foot patrols revealed that the power o f the
application o f the five human senses plays a key role in community policing.
Constables often revealed strategic locations from where they conducted
surveillance unbeknownst as the watched never realize the gaze is upon them.

On a hazy, humid summer evening at 6:30pm, the two foot
patrol officers enter the College Park M all and ascend to
the upper level complex to peer out o f a window in a
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secluded area where they will have a bird’s eye view o f
the parkette. In the parkette, there are approximately 25
youths arranged in groupings o f five or six scattered
across the grounds. The police stand and watch as the
youth listen to music, smoke cigarettes and take advantage
o f one o f the many communal spaces in the DYBIA. Two
security officers contracted by the facility join the foot
patrol and recount tales o f drinking and disorder they
have heard from tenants in the new apartment complexes
overseeing College Park. One constable informs them
that, “kids in this area deal drugs and commit the odd sex
assault. " (Respondent 26) The security officers do not
appear surprised, when all o f a sudden one o f the
members o f the fo o t patrol cocks his head and says, “that
doesn’t look like pop. ” (Respondent 28) Two youths with
alcohol containers consume their drinks in plain view and
are approached by the two constables on patrol
accompanied by one o f the security personnel. One
constable pulls out a 208 and begins to take the subjects ’
information. The security officer mimics the officer and
pulls out her memo book writing over the constable’s
shoulder. The subject is told to hand the liquor to the
security officer. She takes the bottle with a big smile on
her face and places it inside a garbage bin. The other
security guard (slightly apprehensive) approaches
watching the action. Several members o f the youth groups
have now dispersed, with only fo u r remaining (two o f
which are being detained by police and security). One
constable turns to his partner and says, “those other kids
will think twice before they come back here to smoke their
dope. "(Respondent 26)
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Cooperation between public and private agents of social control was a common
theme during this project. Similar to their private counterparts, the commodified
public police patrols required constables to engage individuals involved in
disorderly conduct on private property. Although the College Park M all has its
own private security force, the public police while on callback for the DYBIA
compliment these private patrols and aid in curbing disorder. The m ain similarity
between these agents o f social control is their common mode o f patrol, namely,
foot patrol and bordering areas o f jurisdiction.

Foot Patrol
The popularity o f policing via foot patrol can be explained with reference
to Broken Windows. Although management may view techniques employed by
commodified public policing service providers as reasonable responses in
deterring and preventing future crime, this type o f policing must nevertheless be
undertaken with caution. It was interesting to observe how police officers viewed
this policing approach. “Don’t let the red light fool ya!” (Respondent 18) While
the couple look over and flout a guilty smile at the police officer. Comical
policing expressions were commonplace; expressed by several officers on patrol.
It is not often, as one officer indicated, that police have time to deal with minor
disorder offences such as jay walking anymore (Respondent 18). Another officer
stated boldly that, “Broken Windows is the way to g o .. .it just makes
sense.”(Respondent 22) Another constable viewed the DYBIA callback as an
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extension of the Yonge St. detail (Respondent 30). The Yonge St. detail required
police to visit and collect information about Yonge St. merchants during their
regular shifts for the city o f Toronto. Police were instructed to deliver the
message, “that if you have a problem that can wait a day, call me.” (Respondent
PM1) Police were very receptive to Broken Windows and it was clear from
observing the performance o f their duties on callback, most officers targeted
minor forms o f disorder and less serious criminal offences. Information was
unavailable as to whether or not some o f the minor detentions produced warrants
or knowledge o f other more serious offences as Broken Windows would predict.
One must always be mindful that expelling certain individuals from the doorsteps
o f businesses and collecting information on vagrants, may deter, displace or even
provoke.
Broken Windows argues that as a consequence o f increasing foot
patrols/police visibility, the public may be more willing to become risk-takers and
use streets that they may have previously avoided. Instead o f gating communities,
people will be more inclined to tear down the walls and walk the streets freely. It
was important to observe how business owners, the public, and the ‘risky’
populations responded to the DYBIA foot patrol in their community.
Criminological literature draws important conclusions about the use of
foot patrol in the disintegration o f disorder. Ellickson argues that a
“conscientious foot patrol officer strives to develop relationships with street
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people, partly to protect them from crime.” 162 This argument was confirmed by
the behaviour o f the DYBIA foot patrol.
On a cool and rainy summer day, the officers begin
their patrol down Yonge St., when they notice a man
lying on the ground with two or three individuals
gathered around him picking at the coins in his Tim
H orton’s coffee cup he had used fo r panhandling.
The officers tell the other individuals taking money
from the cup to ‘scram ’ and assume based on the
disposition o f the individual and the topless
Listerine and cologne bottles beside him, that he
may be suffering from some degree o f intoxication.
As the police call EMS in the pouring rain, I seek
shelter underneath the awning o f the Eaton centre
and observe from a distance. The officers help the
intoxicated male to his fe e t and ask him how his day
has been. The intoxicated male is then helped into
the ambulance by the officers and has now found
shelter. The benefits o f police having the time to
help out struggling people, and preventing the loss
o f money from the panhandler’s coffee cup, as one
officer explains, “may enable this guy to eat dinner
when he gets out o f the hospital” (Respondent 32).
Police protection for street people delivered by the DYBIA foot patrol
does not end here. In this next encounter, police are in the position o f comforting
a woman who had recently been diagnosed with HIV contracted from a man who

162 Ellickson, Robert. “Controlling Chronic M isconduct in City Spaces: O f Panhandlers, Skid
Rows, an dP u biic-S pace Z oning’’, The Yale Law Journal, Vol. 105, N o .5 (Mar., 1996), at pg.
1200 - 1 2 0 1 .
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had also recently contracted HIV from a woman who is allegedly intentionally
spreading the virus.
On a beautiful hot summer day, the fo o t patrol is on
duty in the Quad by the Church outside the Eaton
Centre. They approach two disheveled men sitting
on a bench and engage in a 208 investigation. After
collecting information on the men, police are
informed that there is a woman moving about the
area infecting men with H IV (sexually transmitted).
All o f a sudden a shriek can be heard coming from
around the corner. The constables move quickly to
the source and fin d a woman lying on the ground
crying. The police approach cautiously and fin d
that she has ju st been told that she has contracted
H IV from a man who was infected by the infamous
woman who is spreading the virus through
unprotected sex. The police begin their
investigation and assure this woman that they will
do their best to fin d the perpetrator. A woman from
the disaster relief committee o f Toronto attends the
scene and comforts H IV ’s newest victim. One
constable says to his partner, “we need to keep our
eyes peeled fo r this lady spreading H IV ”
(Respondent 26). His partner looks at me and says,
“we need 20-30 officers on bikes, fo o t and mounted
on callback to look fo r these types ofpeople
(referring to the lady spreading HIV) ” (Respondent
28). The woman looks up at the officers and says,
"thank-you fo r caring about me. ”163

163 This comment was overheard while observing the com m odified police on patrol
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The protective capacity afforded by commodified public policing foot
patrol for street people is re-confirmed in the infamous O ’Keefe laneway. This
laneway has been identified by one officer as “a haven for drugs and criminal
activity” (Respondent 34). The O ’Keefe laneway is also a location that had
recently been added to the Intelligence Led Policing (ILP) form for police when
on regular shift. This location also signaled the first contribution made by the
TPS to the location selection database used by the DYBIA to direct patrols on
their PAS. O ’Keefe lane was the first ‘h it’ added to the PAS by police, as
normally the DYBIA directs all patrols while the police are working the DYBIA
callback.
While on patrol in the laneway, police stumble upon
a man sleeping inside an abandoned garage. One
constable confronts the man and says, “I ’m sorry
fo r coming into your home like this, but we ju st
wanted to know, has anyone been bothering you
lately? (Respondent 34) ” This struck me as an odd
question, but I guess it was ju s t an example o f my
ignorance o f the fa c t that this street person was well
known to police and thus received a higher level o f
protection from police than otherwise expected.
Despite public perception o f police engaging in the
harassment o f the homeless, this gentleman was
actually receiving the police protection alluded to
by Ellickson.164

164 supra note 162
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Not all confrontations between the homeless and the police are perceived
by the public as just or fair. While police were questioning a panhandler at the
comer o f Yonge and Jarvis and completing a 208 investigative card, a couple
strolls by and under their breath mutter, “why do they always harass the
homeless?”165 When asked for a comment, one constable replies,
What the public doesn’t see is that we are here to
protect them (the homeless). By collecting this
information (on the 208), we are able to know that
they are not aggressive and can make sure that they
are not treated like criminals. To some o f them, we
are the only friends they have - other people try to
steal their money, we like to make sure that nobody
has been bothering them (Respondent 22 and 24).

The panhandler was left to continue his business, but instructed to move around
the comer. His home address was a local shelter called the Seaton House. There
was no evidence to substantiate the couple’s claim that police were engaging in
arbitrary harassment during these information collection exercises. But the police
were definitely accumulating data in order to ensure that the subject remains
‘known’, risk assessed and by extension protected in his environment.
The key function o f foot patrol and increased police visibility identified in
the criminology literature deals with the important function o f curbing public fear.
As Kelling et. al. had identified, motorized patrol had no statistically significant

165 This comment was overheard while observing the com m odified police on patrol
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impact on the levels o f crime, however, foot patrols and increased visibility
reassured people about their safety.166
. . . the Newark, New Jersey and Flint, Michigan,
foot patrol experiments found that increased foot
patrols reduced citizen’s fear o f crime. In the Flint
experiment, 70 per cent o f the citizens interviewed
said that they felt safer as a result o f the foot patrols,
especially when the foot patrol officer was well
known and highly visible.167
As explained in Chapter 4, merchants want to see the police patrolling on foot in
preference to other methods o f patrol. Observations made while on patrol may
reveal a useful ‘human dynamic’ in the relationship between the police and
disorder. This begs the ultimate question o f whether foot patrol can prevent harm.
An event occurred on shift evidencing that foot patrol affords the police with
opportunities to pre-empt dangerous situations.
On a cool mid-summers evening at 7:25pm. As the
scalpers yell and cheer, “tickets, tickets, buyin’,
sellin ’, w h o ’s got tickets ”, the DYBIA fo o t patrol
officers stop at the corner o f Yonge and Shuter fo r a
breath offresh air. All o f a sudden, a truck
screeches around the corner beside a cyclist. Both
the motorist and cyclist turn down the O ’Keefe
laneway. The driver and passenger exit the vehicle
and begin to pursue the cyclist on foot. One
constable on the fo o t patrol shouts to his partner,
“you go around the other way ” (Respondent 32).
The partner asks me, “w h a t’s going on?
166 Bahn, Charles (1974) “ The Reassurance Factor in Police Patrols”, Crim inologyl2(3) at pg. 157.
See also Supra note 2, Kelling et. al.. Washington, DC: Police Foundation and Police Foundation
(1981) “The Newark Foot Patrol Experiment”. Washington, DC: Police Foundation.
167 Silverman, Eli and Jo Della-Giustina (2001) “Urban Policing and the F ear o f C rim e”, Urban
Studies 38(5-6) at pg. 948.
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(Respondent 30) ” As the other constable pursues
the men down the laneway, I reply, “it would appear
as though a cyclist is being pursued by two men
down that alley. ’’I68 The partner runs around the
other side o f the block and cuts up through a
parkette. When I arrive on scene, both men who
exited the vehicle are under arrest and EMS was
being called to treat injuries to the cyclist sustained
when he was chased o ff his bike. Slightly
disoriented and with a bloody knee, the cyclist looks
over to the police and says, “thank goodness you
boys were here. ”169

The incident was apparently an example of driver road rage. The cyclist had
accidentally tapped the mirror on the truck. When reprimanded by the motorist,
the cyclist gave the gentlemen in the vehicle the middle finger, sparking the driver
and passenger into a state of rage. The presence and availability o f police on foot
ensured a quick response and prevented further harm from coming to the cyclist.
It is unclear whether a police cruiser or bike officer might have prevented or even
detected this event. However, in areas such as this, populated by large crowds of
people, regulating human traffic becomes problematic. The utility o f 208
investigative data (which will be expounded later in this chapter) in this situation
was obvious. After conducting a check with dispatch, the police informed the
motorist and passenger that they had been warned once before for aggressive
behaviour (despite a plea from the driver that “nothing like this had ever

168 A comment made by m yself in response to a police question
169 This comment was overheard while observing the com m odified police on patrol
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happened before”). Accordingly, the men were arrested, but no charges were laid.
One constable, when asked to comment about the use o f 208s in this situation
said, “A lot of people think today and not tomorrow and not about the p ast.. .they
catch themselves in lies.” (Respondent 30) When asked to comment about foot
patrol in this situation, one officer said, “if we were riding, I don’t know if we
would have seen them” (Respondent 30) ‘Walking the beat’ dates back to the
most primitive forms o f watch-style policing.

The 208 as Risk Communication
i n rv

The 208 (See Appendix F)

has evolved over time. As one senior police

manager explains,
When I cam e on the jo b in the early 70 's, it w as called an R41. It w as rather larger than the one w e have today, m aybe 4
by 3 inches. It was a contact sheet, you talked to som eone out
on the street f o r w hatever reason and you fille d it out. You
fille d out as much information as you could. This is a
contentious issue right now, because it is assum ed an
individual is stopped because they d id something o r p o se d
som e sort o f risk to the community. Three in the morning, i t ’s
a back alleyway, w e ’ve had break and enters here before, I ’m
gonna fin d out who this guy is and the courts have recognized
this as articulable cause f o r questioning, so I am going to
legally detain and fin d out why that person is there. I f I am
talking to someone and I want to know who they are because it
m ay be germ ane to m y duties, th a t’s a contact. A t this p oin t
you don 7 really need ju stify the contact. The R-41 turned into
the 172, now the 208, in the 172 and 208 there is a line
requiring a reason f o r the stop (Respondent PM1).

A clerk places the information gathered from each 208 into an internal
police database. It is then possible for officers in patrol cars, or officers at
the station house to conduct a unified search for various criteria collected on
the card. The information collected on the 208 is not available for public
170 The 208 Investigative Card. Image has been enlarged 150%. The normal dimensions o f the
208 investigative card are 5 inches by 4 inches.
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consumption, neither is it possible for individuals to find out how many
‘hits’ they have on their name/birth date. This information may be o f great
utility for placing individuals at specific locations and reducing risks to the
officer and liability for the institution.
A key function o f the 208 is to not only make certain populations
known to police, but to allow officers an opportunity to be known by the
general population. There is a great deal o f pressure on police to properly
document interactions with the public. Other than during community
policing days or at a routine roadside stop, it may often be difficult for
police to implement Her Majesty’s Inspector o f Constabulary’s (HMIC)
three directives, namely, visibility, accessibility and familiarity.
This emphasis upon visibility is evident in Povey’s
(2001) HMIC report, where he defines reassurance
as being the product o f three constitutive
components - visibility, accessibility and
familiarity.. .officers must be visible, accessible, and
they must be known by local people.. .However, as
evidence from the Chicago Alternative Policing
Strategy experiments has identified, the issue is not
simply the quantity o f police patrols, but the quality
o f the police-public interaction from patrols that
counts.171
Povey’s ingredients are not specifically included in the current mandate o f public
policing in the City o f Toronto, however, with the increased use o f foot patrols, it
may be worthy o f a future policy recommendation. As one constable indicated,
“the 208’s show them (the DYBIA) that w e’re talking to people” (Respondent 8).

171 Innes, Martin. (2004) “Reinventing Tradition? R eassurance neighborhood security and
policin g ”, Sage: Criminal Justice Vol 4(2) at pg. 161. See also Povey, Keith (2001) Open A ll
Hours. London: HMIC and, Skogan, W esley and Catherine Hartnett (1997) “Community Policing,
Chicago ” Style. N ew York: Oxford University Press.
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Whether or not there is a better way for police to prove that they are talking to
people is debatable, however, 208 investigative cards allow the public to realize
that someone is watching.
208 investigations also allow officers to reduce personal risk by knowing
who they are dealing with ahead o f time. With the use o f a police radio or cellular
telephone, police can access risk information to assist in responding to contacts
based on information collected on previous encounters, such as identifying marks,
clothing, hair style, height, weight, skin tone, birth place, weapons, etc. As one
senior police manager adds, “a 208 may tell us if this person carries weapons, or
has been warned without arrest in the past; Our warnings need to mean
something, if we say “you do this again and you’re coming in”, we have to mean
it” (Respondent PM1). Similarly, 208 cards may also be useful as a way o f
actuarializing and justifying tickets or arrests based on previous anti-social
behaviour (Respondent 30).
In addition to the collection of 208 contact data, commodified public
police service providers have other tools at their disposal. Reactive charges such
as citations under the Safe Streets Act or Liquor Licensing Act can be used as
tools to suppress disorder. Parking tags, traffic tickets and any other power o f
arrest can be exercised at any time. These tools help to further differentiate the
role o f commodified public and private policing authorities. Private security is
generally unauthorized to enforce provincial legislation used to curb disorder. If
private security is not allowed to use these provisions, which defer the rights o f
individuals in an intrusive way, we must ask why? Furthermore, if commodified
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public police patrols are allowed to use these provincial statutes to curb disorder,
should limitations be set on their use?
The 208 investigative card raises several important questions. First, who
warrants investigation? What situations need to be investigated? Does the
knowledge o f prior 208 investigations on any one individual bias the judgm ent of
officers, or perhaps increase the likelihood o f that individual being arrested or
detained for longer periods o f time? Is the 208 too intrusive? Is the action of
stopping individuals in a cloud o f suspicion and as a result accumulating private
information on these individuals, rationally connected to the objective o f
identifying and preventing behaviour and/or disorder? Should the public be privy
to their own prior contacts? W hy is the database classified? These and other
questions may need to be answered in the future, however, what is clear is that the
gaze o f surveillance through contract and confluence has significantly blurred the
operational lines between public and private.

Formatting Security Knowledge: The Patrol Activity Sheet (PAS)
The TPS deploy both open-ended reporting formats and closed-ended
documents that leave little room for police error or comment. The DYBIA has
selected a semi-structured report for foot patrol officers to complete, and it was
interesting to analyze the quality o f information collected. This new reporting
format has changed the way in which police officers ‘police’ the population
within the DYBIA and presents a marked deviation from the stringent risk-based
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formats utilized by police while on regular shift for the City o f Toronto. As one
senior police manager explains when asked about the PAS,
It didn 7 come from within the Toronto P olice Service and I ’m
O K with that. It w as created and p a sse d down by the BIA.
With the lack o f statistics o f what p eo p le were doing on duty,
w e began to ask, how can we m easure the effects o f a directed
p a tro l like this and how do w e m anage these types o f things?
The BIA; they ’re m ore oriented tow ard business, an d they need
to see results. Often with policing, there is nothing really
tangible other than you see the officer standing at the corner
and responding as required. The p resen ce o f the p o lic e officer
m ay have actually sto p p ed something from happening, but the
BIA wanted something more tangible, they wanted to measure
things. What doesn 7 g et measured, doesn 7 g et done! The BIA
needed to be able to answer to its constituents. In reality, a
p o lic e officer could visit 20 businesses, but they want to see
that 5 are done and they want accountability on the p a r t o f the
officers. The BIA w anted to know that they were gettin g the
bang fo r their buck (Respondent PM1).

The PAS was created by the DYBIA administrators primarily to document
whether police officers were completing merchant visits. It is extremely rare for
police to adopt a reporting format created by an outside organization employing
their services. As one police manager reveals, “It [The PAS] is a measurement
tool in the age o f accountability. This sheet is unique in that it provides
instructions for officers” (Respondent PM2). This lower ranking police manager
appeared slightly disconcerted by the presence o f an external reporting format
suggesting that, “They know where the problems are without an activity sheet”
(Respondent PM2). This opinion, if mirrored by patrolling constables performing
the DYBIA callback, could explain resistance to completing the PAS.
Completion of the PAS was required in addition to the reporting
procedures employed by the Toronto Police Service during callback shifts.
Although five merchant visits are required by the DYBIA, officers completing the
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patrols may not be able to visit all selected businesses. Sometimes business
would be closed, or an incident would arise preventing visitation (Respondent
22). DYBIA administrators had also created a database to systematically assign
merchant visits for each DYBIA foot patrol shift. For the purpose o f research, as
previously mentioned in Chapter 1, PAS forms were analyzed through SPSS on
the basis of frequencies, qualitatively codified comments made by officers and
quantitative data on the number of citations issued. Each business was entered
and every visit recorded. Since the implementation o f the PAS in October 2004
until the 3rd o f July, 2005, 546 merchant visits have been completed by the
DYBIA foot patrol.

179

131 different constables have been sent out on patrol and

129 different businesses on Yonge St. have been attended by police for special
merchant visits as directed by the DYBIA.173 This means that 88 percent of
businesses within the patrol perimeter have received at least one visit from police.
This begs the question “what about the other 12 percent?” Why have 18
businesses not received a visit from police? When asked about the importance of
visiting all merchants on the Patrol Activity Sheet, one DYBIA foot patrol
constable indicated that, “we visit many more businesses than they could ever fill
on these sheets” (Respondent 30). Another constable indicated that, “this sheet is
only a guideline, we don’t actually have to visit all o f these businesses.. .plus this
stuff on here is what I would be doing anyway” (Respondent 12). A further
source o f confusion is the failure o f the DYBIA administration to include on the

172 PAS SPSS Database
with the Patrol Activity
173 PAS SPSS Database
with the Patrol Activity

Analysis. These statistics were generated based on frequencies associated
Sheet Data submitted by the D Y BIA for processing.
Analysis. These statistics were generated based on frequencies associated
Sheet Data submitted by the D Y BIA for processing.
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PAS all member merchants within the patrol perimeter for the period under
review by this study. When asked to comment on these omissions, one o f the
DYBIA managers indicated three possible reasons.174 First, businesses are
continually opening and closing within the patrol perimeter and it is a goal o f the
DYBIA to maintain its database and schedule patrols accordingly. Second, it is
possible that the businesses’ hours of operation do not coincide with the patrol
time of 1600hrs-2200hrs Wednesday to Sunday. Third, it is possible that since
the July 3rd cut-off for this research, some or all neglected businesses had since
received a police foot patrol visit. Notwithstanding these explanations, it is
interesting to notice the emerging dilemma o f ensuring that all merchants are
benefiting ‘equally’ from commodified police patrols. As in the case o f
differential police attention for those that can afford it through commodified
policing, one might wonder whether larger clients enjoy the same advantages
internally to the DYBIA. The bigger wallet, the bigger voice? Much like private
security patrols, the client is looking to reap the benefits o f commodified social
control, however, according to some merchants, these benefits have yet to be
articulated and measured adequately and equitably.
Whether it be used as a roadmap, a guide, a reference sheet, or a mandate,
constables had a variety o f responses to the PAS reporting format. When asked
whether they believe that the PAS changes the way they do their jobs, the
responses varied. One officer replied, “Yes, o f course it does, how else can you
prove you’re doing anything anymore” (Respondent 18). Several constables
174 DYBIA Manager Interview Aug. 18, 2005. This interview w as conducted over the phone and
was done to obtain responses to why some merchants were not included on the PAS for a
scheduled foot patrol visit.
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wondered if this sheet had been created because o f doubts about police presence,
one officer stating that, “most people don’t even know the DYBIA exists, I guess
someone thought we weren’t doing our jobs” (Respondent 18). Another officer
touched on an important conflict that can emerge when private enterprise and
police priorities are intermingled saying that, “a sheet telling me that our policing
is supposed to increase tourism makes me feel a bit like an instrument for
commercial enterprise” (Respondent 12).175 Another constable believes that the
PAS is just another piece of paper used to justify to their members the money the
DYBIA is spending, noting that “a good crime analyst should get these reports”
(Respondent 26). Several officers suggested that all o f the key ingredients exist in
the reporting format, however, more space for comments and a positive contact
tally should also be established (Respondent 38). This concern was most
accurately reflected in the comments o f one officer when he stated that, “The PAS
should not be a barom eter.. .The 208’s section may indicate that we are talking to
people, but this sheet doesn’t record our positive contacts” (Respondent 38).
Another senior constable simply said, “numbers will always be found, but
sometimes numbers is not what we need” (Respondent 20). An officer who had
experience in the field o f private security, believes that “this is a community
policing sheet, for $55/hr there is no excuse for not filling it o u t... Make a section
for officers to record why visits are missed - this is a check box and event number
space” (Respondent 40). While acknowledging several benefits to completing the
PAS, there was no shortage of concern on the part o f officers in relation to
generating more paperwork to document their activities while on shift.
175 This comment refers to the section on the PAS stating the goals o f the D Y BIA
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The paper burden is explained in detail by Ericson and H aggerty as a
critical element o f policing culture. W hat the PAS clearly symbolizes therefore,
is “knowledge work in all its forms” .176 One of the callback shifts I attended was
over half an hour after it started as a result of an arrest made at 4:30pm. This
means that the officers were completing paperwork for a minor charge for over
five and a half hours. Officers see the Intelligence Led Policing reports, the PAS,
and other new additions to the paper trail as a ‘burden’. Furthermore, it serves as
no surprise why several DYBIA officers indicated, where possible, they try to
merely “show the flag and not take the quick pinch” (Respondent 38) while
performing the DYBIA callback. As one constable indicated, “we have to look at
it from a business perspective, today is a whole different perspective, w e ask
ourselves [when dealing with a situation], is that the best way to meet the
priorities of the BIA? (Respondent 38)” Although this rationality does not
directly reflect the need to complete written or external documentation, the police
are fully aware of a different burden. Perhaps this burden could be termed the
quality control or even the “commodification burden”, that is, the burden o f
satisfying an agenda dictated by the organization who supplies the funding. This
begs the question, who do the officer’s believe they are working for while
performing duties on callback for the DYBIA?
According to a senior police manager, the DYBIA callback and private
policing are two different forms o f security provision. When asked who they are
working for, 9 out of 10 officers identified the DYBIA. One officer indicated that
as a result his priorities have changed so that he is “not keen on grabbing a big
176 supra note 38 at pg. 296
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arrest; trying not to get tied up on shit; we need to be friendly and stop into
stores” (Respondent 34). Another officer said, “we are there to direct traffic for
the DYBIA. I am not just doing my job and getting inundated with shitty calls”
(Respondent 36). It became clear from the responses, police change the way in
which they police while on callback. Whether or not the DYBIA are engaged in
‘private policing’ may be technically answered by considering the source of
funding; however, because money is generated through municipal taxation and
administered by the city through municipal legislation, it would not be incorrect
for senior police management to suggest that the DYBIA foot patrol is not private
policing. But by their own admission, the DYBIA foot patrol officers use a
different level o f discretion than while on regular duty and this is conditioned by
their ‘clients’ needs (and their own need) not to compromise productivity.
With respect to the discussion in chapter 2 o f this paper concerning mass
private property and communal spaces, it may be argued that the DYBIA foot
patrol provides a mantle o f legitimacy to the DYBIA administration for
effectively assuming governance o f a public space. Assuming the DYBIA is a
communal space with directed police patrols and further assuming that the police
remain accountable to the administration o f the DYBIA, a partial private
monopoly over the use o f force may be emerging. As it stands, the TPS appear to
be operating with the DYBIA’s interests in mind - yet still bound by their
responsibility to public priorities. Callbacks such as these would need to be
observed on an ongoing basis to determine how members o f the public are
affected over time by directed enforcement within these public yet bounded
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spaces. Although most officers appeared to be comfortable with the effects of
commodifying their services, some are finding ways to resist or circumvent
various mechanisms o f control established by the DYBIA.

Resisting Commodified Public Policing

Even those directly engaged in industrial production
are more likely to be immediately associated with a
complex work process, than with an identifiable
product.177 To the extent that the localization of
production becomes worn and frayed, information
becomes the central means that enables the
connection and coherence o f that production unit.
Thus it becomes a key question who gets what
information, by what means, and in what order,
about whom and what, and for what purposes. 178
If the commodification o f policing services requires a tangible commodity
to be produced with exchange value, new reporting formats will likely follow as a
consequence. It would appear that the primary work product at least symbolically
infused with exchange value that the police have to offer to the DYBIA, is their
reporting.
A prime example o f resistance in policing requires us to return to the
domain o f private security. Intelligarde, as previously mentioned, has developed
a deister system allowing officers to generate documentation for clients proving
that they completed various patrols. This system “demands constant reporting
through the swiping o f either coded checkpoints or occurrence strips; yet these
closed-ended and automating duties can actually free up security officers for
177 Miller, Daniel, (1987) “The Study o f Consumption ” in Material Culture and Mass Consumption
Basil Blackwell: Oxford, at pg. 133
178 Beck, U. (1992b) Risk Society - Towards a N ew M odernity. London: Sage, at pg. 218
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‘non-revenue’ actions.” 179 The system is easily fooled by the technique referred
1 OQ

to by Rigakos and his security officer respondents as “Ghosting”

. Security

officers can swipe one deister strip without completing proper patrols o f the area,
and use this patrolling time to socialize with other security officers. So long as
they return within fifteen minutes or so (depending on the site) to strike the next
deister, security readouts will indicate that they were present on that site the entire
time. Despite the development o f this technologically advanced locating system,
management will be ignorant to an officer’s true whereabouts at various times
during the shift. Hence, resistance to technological forms o f governance is
abundant in the workforce, particularly in light o f the extensive client demands
for knowledge production, performance quotas and lengthy shift-work.
Service sector businesses attempt to devise ways to produce tangible
goods from the fruits o f their labour. However, within the policing process, this
‘infusion o f exchange value’ becomes increasingly problematic. While
performing paid or callback duties, police may feel as though any attempt by the
corporation to seek a tangible commodity may speak toward a lack o f trust on
behalf o f the institution. More specifically, the TPS, did not initially want to
complete the PAS, however, when given the ultimatum by the governing
organization, they were left with two choices - either cancel the foot patrol or do
as instructed.
Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to consider whether and to
what extent the public police are being colonized by private organizations, it is

179 supra note 19, at pg. 120
180 ibid, atpg. 121
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important to understand that the process by which policing services become
commodified will never encompass the degree o f community reliance and trust
embodied in practices such as the Frankpledge or other primitive community
oriented policing models. Furthermore, new methods o f resistance will manifest
themselves within the day-to-day routines o f the commodified policing service
providers.
Confirmation that a job is being done is difficult to achieve without
written or computerized documentation allowing supervisors to see where, when,
why and how a task was performed. From the implementation o f reporting
formats, such as the PAS to more ubiquitous devices like the Deister system,
accountability to governing authorities is a business reality. Tangible
commodities must be produced and institutions benefiting from risk
communications must be provided with ways to increase profit and foster stability
and certainty within their organizations. With the exception o f sensationalized
events independently witnessed, videotaped, and publicized, it can be argued that
the public police are relatively immune to public scrutiny. One constable on
patrol for the DYBIA reminds us o f all the review boards. “There is the SIU, the
IA, Professional Standards, Citizen complaint, Complaints internal, other special
interest boards and most important, the Criminal Code o f Canada” (Respondent 6
and Respondent 8). It would be difficult to question the paper accountability o f
the Toronto Police Service, especially with the creation o f Intelligence Led
Policing (ILP’s). When asked about the ILP and any relationship it may have to
the PAS, a senior police manager had this to say:
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The ILP is a com plaint/strategy oriented form to make sure we
have control over what the officers are doing. There have
been times when I h a ven ’t been sure whether or not they were
doing certain things, now 1 can direct an officer to a corner to
investigate a group o f disorderlies, “I want you to fin d who
they are and respond to the people. ” The BIA's motivation fo r
the PAS w as entirely different, but when you look at the two
form s, they do kind o f m eld together. The B IA ’s fo rm 's main
weakness is that there is not a lot o f information there that
helps us address complaints. The PAS and the ILP are
interchanged, but the B IA ’s form does not help us address
complaints, we have to do that ourselves. The BIA doesn 't give
us problem s, they say go out and this is what we want you to
do, our ILP identifies our problem s, from our very constituents
including those in the BIA (Respondent PM I).

As Innes has identified, the ILP programs have one major element in common
with broken window or zero-tolerance policing, namely, the early detection and
prevention o f crime through increasing police visibility in select areas.

181

To put

it another way, the common element is arranging the social matrix o f policing to
set up programs and initiatives that provide police with enhanced opportunities to
pre-empt, control and re-direct behaviour on the ground.
Officer responses varied when asked about the ILP program. Some
officers believed that the program was not worthwhile because it required the
“over-focusing o f resources in one area for too long”. (Respondent 30) Other
officers believed that the ILP program facilitates a degree o f continuity and
communication from shift to shift in that, “there needs to be a way for all o f us to
tell each other what’s going on.” (Respondent 32) Yet other officers believed that
the program fosters accountability and may contribute to a perception that the
police are responding to complaints. The administration o f the program requires a

181 Innes, Martin. (2004) “Reinventing Tradition? R eassurance neighborhood secu rity and
p o lic in g ”, Sage: Criminal Justice V ol 4(2) at pg 161
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systematic approach for identifying when a particular ILP ‘h it’ should be removed
from the regular policing patrol detail.
A more overt example o f police exercising resistance involves the usage
and implementation of the Patrol Activity Sheet. Figure 4.1 represents one o f the
PAS forms provided to me by the DYBIA for statistical calculation. The boldface
warnings: ‘This sheet needs to be completed in order for the officer to get paid’
may be written on the document but nowhere does the PAS demand officers need
do anything more than write down their names and badge numbers. During one
of the callback shifts, one constable looks to his partner and asks, “did you bring
the paper? (Respondent 30)” At this point I was curious as to what paper he was
referring to. His partner replies, “What paper?(Respondent 32)”, to which the
first constable replies, “The BIA thing” (Respondent 30), “W e’ll fill it in when we
get back” (Respondent 32). Whereas the expectation is that the form be used as a
guide for patrol. These officers would have to visit certain businesses as required
by the patrol sheet, and since they were not equipped with this documentation,
they would have had to ‘doctor’ the PAS in the station at the end o f their shift (in
order to get paid). In a process requiring the completion o f an abundance o f
statistical forms, various forms o f resistance will manifest itself in multiple ways.
Police attitudes regarding the need to produce quantitative data may have
an important impact on the way in which a community is policed. Similar to the
effects o f reporting formats, external pressures “result in enclosure and certainty
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in police thinking, resistance and reflexivity in police actions, and a scientization
of police work.” 182
Cultural resistance to the burden o f paperwork is evident for one constable
in the DYBIA foot patrol,
When w e are fo rce d to pro d u ce numbers, w e d o n ’t produ ce
g o o d quality police work. You g et these eager fucking beavers,
m ostly young guys writing 2 0 -3 0 parkin g or traffic tags a shift
because they fe e l a pressure to do it, instead o fp a tro llin g and
profilin g real criminal behaviour, the types o f behaviours that
the p u b lic really wants to see dealt with (Respondent 26).

Another officer remarks, “time and time again we were criticized for our
performance on callbacks in the recreational district because we w eren’t
producing any numbers” (Respondent 18). The burden o f commodification
continues. How many and what type o f “numbers” are necessary in order to
justify an adequate policing presence? Why do police find themselves in the
situation of having to find and produce “numbers”? There is an assumption by
the organizations and institutions responsible for holding police forces
accountable, that there are “numbers” out there that need to be found. This runs
contrary to neo-liberalism’s trend suggesting that post-modern security is being
achieved by governing through prevention and increased visibility. This
requirement to produce numbers may inhibit commodified public policing service
providers from acting in a preventative capacity during callback shifts. If officers
need to be monitored by superiors or produce tangible security commodities in the
form o f reports to establish their productivity that is understandable from a
‘quality control’ perspective, however, criticism on the basis that they are ‘failing
to produce numbers’ may need to be re-thought. In theory, if prevention or
182 supra note 38 at pg. 382
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DOWNTOWN YONGE B.l.A. PATROL ACTIVITY SHEET
PAID DUTIES
Offlper;J

Badga;.

Day of Week.

Date

JANUARY 21, 2005.

Location: Both aides of Yon p* Street between GroavenoWAtexender In
the north end Richmond Street In the south.

Enforcement Statistics'.
aOd's: _____________

p o rr.
Time: 1630-2130 HOURS

By-law Charges:______

LLA Charge#
Type: Foot patrol of commercial and retail areas, concentrating on crime
prevention and disorderly reduction through arrest, investigation and
community contacts.

Ssf# Street Art Ch*rflBB:_
TratpaM to Property Notices:
Wo. Of A m iU :___________ 1

Wo. of charges:

Businesses visited: ( name and address) MUST VISIT THESE FOUR BUSINESSES
DURING TOUR OF OUTY
1.

STYLE EXCHANGE

2. SUBWAY
3.

181 YONGE ST

45 CARLTON ST

SUPER SELLER'S LINGERIE

4. THE BIG SLICE

CONTACT: PHIL IP SILVA

CONTACT: MANAGER
474 YONGE ST CONTACT : DANY BRiqMAN

385 YONGE ST CONTACT: JOE MAZZASERRO

Problem Description:
•
Drug activity on streets.
• Panhandlers.
•
Disorderlies

i

.

Desired Outcome:
•
Reduce crime and disorderly conduct
Long Tenm Goals:
•
Establish working partnerships with business owners
•
Make it unattractive to drug user/dealers,
•
Reduce Panhandling.
« Increase business, tourism and recreational opportunities.
• Improve perception of safety

prohibited without perm ission.

Short Term Goats:

5.

•
•
•

Establish communicaHon with business owners
High uniform presence to deterririme and disorderly conduct.
Improve traffic/-

Comment#: (Business input or feedback, officer remarks. Use back if more space
required)
}

Officer Signature'
Booking Sergeant Signature

j2 /c ? 7

Must be completed by EACH OFFICER ON THIS PAID OUIY.
IN ORDER TO BE PAID THIS SHEET MUST BE COMPLETED.
Original must be forwarded to John BILLS Paid Duty Co-ordinator

VL\ I
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policing presence deters the occurrence o f criminal behaviour, there will as a
consequence be fewer ‘numbers’ to find, and thus, police may easily be doing an
effective job without producing arrest or charge ‘numbers’. On the other hand, of
course, the resilience o f risk systems is such that quantitative affirmation of a
security job well done may be surmised through a variety o f sources including
citizen contacts, merchant satisfaction, counts o f prostitutes, ‘disorderlies’ and the
like. But this process o f consistently legitimizing and accounting for security may
produce its own efficiency. If supervisors are curious about why police are not
producing numbers, they may want to follow the patrol officers in the field and
observe where many o f the so called numbers are being lost. As one officer
reminds us, “even with computers, w e’re using more paper than we ever have
before.. .So much for our paperless society” (Respondent 18). When asked for an
opinion on how he feels about justifying his presence with documentation, he
sarcastically comments, “how else can you prove that you’re doing anything!
(Respondent 18)”
Considerations o f commodity exchange, risk management and policing
techniques alter policing priorities. The rise o f new governing organizations and
the regulation o f human behaviour through more decentered approaches, has
allowed private corporations to govern effectively from a distance. By allowing
police officers to retain some relative autonomy and maintain their peace officer
status, the DYBIA foot patrol initiative has been able to avoid the representation
that they are merely serving capitalist masters. This commodified form of
policing still provides agency and discretion for officers with fewer operational
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restrictions on their activities. Through the provision o f agency and the
development of mechanisms for self-regulation within the policing hierarchy,
officers hit their deisters, fill out their PAS (or in some cases don’t), and push
their paper believing that they are serving an important public function.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions

In this final chapter, I wish to recap the major concepts and themes that
underlie the mechanics behind commodified public policing. This thesis has
argued that the modem organization o f policing and its commodified nature must
be understood in the historical context o f its information. Moreover, we cannot
make sense o f the commodification of policing in downtown Toronto absent an
appreciation for: (i) risk and its management in all forms, (ii) Broken Windows
approaches to maintaining order, (iii) the importance o f reporting formats and the
influence of these formats on the direction o f policing initiatives (iv) and the
utility o f foot patrol as a policing strategy.

Future Research
It is a cliche for a reason that more research needs to be completed on the
effect o f commodified public policing and commodified social control.
Perceptions o f safety can often make the difference between apprehensive and
confident clients. This is not to say that policing service providers need only
manipulate fear levels to make people feel safer, however, increased police
visibility has been proven to increase perception o f safety. Businesses that
receive more visits from police, feel more comfortable in certain situations.
When shoppers walk the streets o f downtown Toronto, they enjoy stopping to
converse with police. Other individuals feel less apprehensive when police are
present in the area. The data accumulated through the MSSS has set a baseline
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for future research to be completed in the DYBIA. The effect o f new policing
programs, private security pilot projects, environmental re-design, and CCTV, can
be assessed to measure how they affect perceptions o f fear. Merchants can be re
polled, and dynamic results can be achieved. MSSS results could have been
improved by gathering participant information on gender, age and other indicators
that have been argued by some to be variables in assessing individual/group risk
levels. Although a 95% confidence level was achieved through the MSSS, the
total ‘n ’ could be expanded to include merchants and property owners outside o f
the DYBIA patrol area. In light o f recent local crime tragedies and a new federal
government’s pledge to address crime in downtown Toronto, research on policing
and security will become increasingly important. Future research m ust observe
new methods o f maintaining order, such as commodified public policing foot
patrols, and these methods must remain ethical, effective and open to research.
The generous access provided by both the Toronto Police and the DYBIA in the
completion of this research project can provide the academic community with
optimism after years o f a chilly police research climate. Police management, the
City o f Toronto, and the DYBIA have acknowledged the need to improve. These
organizations have, and must continue to take direction from the public, while
protecting the integrity o f their institutions.

Social and Political Implications o f Commodified Public Policing
Important warnings naturally arise during the commodification o f any
public service. First, the source o f the funding must be carefully examined for
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their priorities and agenda. Many private organizations have stated goals that
may affect the way in which services are directed. Public police patrols have to a
significant degree been affected by the DYBIA’s stated goals and police
management must be aware how officers are being influenced to alter the services
they render. Second, police have been required to monitor and collect
information on specific populations coupled with behaviours that m ay not
necessarily be criminal. For example, panhandling and youth groups
congregating in a park are not offences. Hence, police must ensure that although
they may be selling services, laws must be enforced or not enforced despite
pressure from private organizations to maintain order through Broken Windows
style policing. Third, through commodified foot patrols, police have been
afforded the freedom to police where they want, when they want, affecting the
overall quality o f policing some businesses receive. Equal distribution o f services
will need to be monitored closely by the public and police management. Fourth,
boundaries have led to the creation o f policing voids. Although this shortfall o f
commodified policing has recently been addressed by the DYBIA by increasing
patrols north, south, east and west o f the boundaries established during the purvue
of this study, informal ‘gated’ communities are a reality in a metropolis, and
organizations in cooperation with the city and police service providers must work
together to avoid the creation o f these demarcated policing zones and their
associated gaps or voids. Fifth, displacement o f criminal behaviour must also be
addressed through innovative solutions and cooperation with social service
institutions. Commodified policing has a tendency to move undesirable activity
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to locations where it will ultimately be someone else’s problem. If solutions can
be obtained on a case by case basis through effective policing, these behaviours
will not spill into other jurisdictions. Last, communication and officer safety must
be a key priority for policing service providers who sell their services. As a result
o f wearing the uniform, police (public and private) are subjected to significant
degrees of risk. Effective methods of communication should be implemented in
order to allow callback officers to remain informed on incidents occurring in and
around the area they are responsible for patrolling. Privatization can be
dangerous and every effort must be made to ensure that public police remain
accountable to public interests alongside the priority o f serving and protecting the
community.
Many benefits are possible from the successful completion and reporting
o f this study. First, the DYBIA has been provided with an objective basis on
which to improve their Patrol Activity Sheet (PAS). Second, the DYBIA has
more infonnation on the effects and perceptions o f their foot patrol initiative from
merchants, the foot patrol and police managers. Third, local member merchants
were given an opportunity to participate in the direction o f their own security and
were able to provide feedback on the effectiveness o f policing and security
strategies employed within the DYBIA. Fourth, police officers were given an
opportunity to provide insight into crime problems and have allowed researchers
to gain further insight into commodified public policing and the mechanics behind
preventative foot patrol policing strategies. Fifth, information collected from
policing managers has revealed some o f the institutional priorities o f police
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services that commodify their services and has revealed ways in which this
commodified policing initiative may shape police work in the City o f Toronto in
the future. Last, the conducting o f an ethnography has allowed for the candid
observation of field level activities during commodified policing shift-work.
These types o f observations allow police to see what they are doing through an
objective lens, and how their actions are perceived by an impartial third party.
Theories dissecting the theoretical and social implications o f policing
communal spaces must be expanded to include the public police for-hire active in
policing these areas. Examinations o f public or privately owned public access
spaces must go beyond private security organizations. Public police services, as
observed throughout this research, have been shown to be willing to assume
certain roles at the behest o f private sponsors. Despite the commodification o f
their services, the Toronto Police have largely retained an important degree o f
autonomy for now.
Ubiquitous mechanisms o f surveillance are important to governing
organizations looking to prevent and control behaviour from a distance. This
gaze will continue to proliferate under neo-liberal strategies used to regulate
behaviour. Public police forces willing to sell their services will be able to offer
clients state o f the art surveillance and crime fighting expertise in a competitive
risk market. An ability to require individuals to produce identification for 208
checks alongside the prerogative to arrest and charge for provincial infractions,
public police have the power to bring over new tools for commodified policing.
Measures that will likely serve to further conflate the policing o f private and
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publicly owned public-access space. Reporting formats such as the PAS will be
developed by clients and completed by police to not only provide proof that a job
was done, but perhaps even to lend evidence to crown attorneys who prosecute
offenders. There is ample overlap between the theories o f early police
intellectuals and the contemporary push to secure BIAs. Mechanisms o f patrol,
the conflation o f public and private, the relevance o f identifying and making
transparent ‘risky’ populations still resonate with rate payers.
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hppcnaiy 16
Property Owner/Merchant Security Satisfaction Survey
Contact Information:
Michael Gavendo (613) 762-0923 Dr. George Rigakos (613) 520-2600 ext. 3683 M egan W inkler (416) 597-0255
The Downtown Yonge Business Improvement Area in conjunction with Dr. George R igakos & Michael Gavendo at
Carleton University in Ottawa, Ontario is conducting an evaluation o f the Foot Patrol Initiative. As merchants,
property owners and representatives o f the business community, your input is essential and your cooperation is
appreciated. Please take some time to respond to the following questions. Please com plete and submit this
questionnaire t o
no later th a n _____________________, 2005
Please C ircle the Best Answer or Fill in the Blank
1.

Please tell us how many times since October, 2004 you have been voluntarily visited by a Toronto Police
O fficer on patrol for the B.I.A.?
time(s)

2.

How often per w eek do you see the Toronto Police Service on Foot in the area o f your business?
____________ /week

3.

O th e r________________________________

Currently, the BIA budget allocates 13.9% o f its total budget o f $1,400,000 to policing. What percentage do
you believe is necessary in order to provide for proper policing o f the com m unity?
%

4.

In the last 6 months, how would you best describe crime in the area o f your business?
a) Increasing
b) Decreasing
c) A bout the Same

5.

W ould
a)
b)
c)
d)

you say that crime in the area o f your business overall is,
Very high
Higher than it should be
At a satisfactory level
Low

P lease Check as many as applicable
6.

On which o f the following would you like to see the Toronto Police Service Foot Patrol concentrate its efforts?
a) Getting to know merchants, employees
and business owners in the area
b) Dealing with loiterers
c) Dealing with drug dealers
d) Dealing with drug users
e) D ealing with panhandlers
f) Dealing with people drinking
alcohol
g)

P lease answ er the following questions by circling the most reflective answ er
7.

Do you currently employ private security?
a) Yes
b) No
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I f y o u a n s w e r e d no to q u e stio n 7, p lease sk ip to q u e s tio n 14

8.

W hy do y o u use private security?

9.

How effective do you believe your private security is in relation to the Toronto Police Foot Patrol?

10. W hat is
11. W hat is
12. What is

your annual private security budget?______________________ $_________________
your annual alarm m onitoring cost?
$_________________
your average annual cost associated with crim e/theft?
$_________________

13. How long have you been em ploying private security?
a) M ore than 5 years
b) 3-5 years
c) 1-3 years
d) Less than a year
14. Do you think that regular visits from the Toronto Police Service Foot Patrol would be beneficial to the
prevention and/or detection o f crime in the area?
a) Y es
b) N o
c) N ot sure
15. Have you completed the Trespass to Property Act (TPA) A uthorization Form which allow s the Police to arrest
and eject certain individuals from your Business w ithout you having to be there?
a) Y es
b) N o
16. If you did not know about this TPA form, will you fill one out now?
a) Y es
b) N o
i. If no, why not?

17. How often do you visit the B.I.A. w ebsite’s section on im proving safety?
a) 1/Week
b) 2/W eek
c) 1/M onth
d) N ever
18. W hat type o f policing m ethod do you m ost prefer?
a) M otorized (policing driving the streets and responding to incidents)
b) Foot (police w alking the sidewalks and visiting m erchants)
c) Bicycle
d) Mounted
e) Other, please elaborate below:

19. At w hat tim es during the day do feel that your business is at the highest risk for crim e? Please fill in as many as
applicable
From
:
am
pm
to
:
am
pm
From
From

:

am

pm

to

am

pm

to

:

am

pm

am

pm
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For each o f the following situations, please tell us if you think that the Toronto Police Service does a good job,
an average job, o r a poor job. Please choose the most reflective answer.
G ood
Job
a.
b.

Enforcing the laws
Quickly responding to calls

c.
d.

Easy to talk to
Giving inform ation to the public on w ays to
reduce crim e

e.
f.

Following up on complaints/incidents
Preventing crim e

A verage
Job

Poor Job

7

Don
Know

O
O
O
o

0
O
O
0

O
O
o
o

O
o
0
o

o
o

o
o

o
0

o
o

Please fill in the circle that most strongly describes your feeling in the following situations within the area of
your business

Neither
Safe nor
Unsafe

Somewhat
Unsafe

Very
Unsafe

O
o
o
o

0
0
0
0

O
o
0
0

o

o

0

0

o

o

o

0

o

o

o

o

0

o

h. w alking past people you don’t know,
w hile alone after dark

O

O

O

O

O

i.

O

O

O

O

O

a.

w alking alone after dark

b.
c.

riding a bus alone after dark
riding a bicycle alone after dark

d.

w alking alone to your car in a parking
lot after dark

e.

w aiting for public transportation alone
after dark

f.

w aiting for a friend, family m em ber, or
co-w orker to drive you home after dark

g-

serving custom ers you don’t know,
w hile alone after dark

being alone in your business after dark

Very
Safe

Reasonably
Safe

O
O
o
o

O
o
o
o

o

W hat types o f crim inal or other behaviour do you fear the most? Please check as m any as applicable
a.
b.

Vandalism_________________________________________________________ ______
People drinking alcohol and using drugs____________________________________
(e.g., marijuana, cocaine, crack, heroin) in public places_______________ ______
c. G roups o f teenagers hanging around public places_____________________ ______
d. Y outh gangs_______________________________________________________ ______
e. Graffiti (people writing on walls)
______
f. Garbage on the streets and sidewalks
______
g. Drug dealing
______
h. Arm ed robbery
______
i. Burglary
______
j. V iolent assault
______
k. Panhandling
______
I. Loitering
______
m. Theft
n.
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P lease fill in the circle that best describes any changes in these crimes over the past 6 m onths

More o f a
problem

L e s s of a
problem

About
the same

N ot a
problem

a.

Vandalism

O

O

O

O

b.

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

People drinking alcohol and using drugs (e.g.,
m arijuana, cocaine, crack, heroin) in public
places
Groups o f teenagers hanging around public
places
Youth gangs
Graffiti (people writing on w alls)
G arbage on the streets and sidewalks
Drug dealing
Armed robbery

O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O

i.
j.
k.
I.
m.

Burglary
Violent assault
Panhandling
Loitering
Theft

O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O

c.

Please answ er the following questions by filling in the blanks
20.

W hat precautions does your business take after dark to help increase safety and security?

21. Is there anything that you would like your neighbours or your com m unity to do to m ake you, your business, or
your custom ers feel safer?

T hank-you for completing this survey. W e would like to rem ind you that everything you have told us w ill
rem ain STR IC TL Y CONFIDENTIAL. I f you would like to m ake som e m ore com m ents, please write them in
th e space below.

Y o u r Position/Job Title
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The Toronto Police Service Police Managers Interview Schedule

This element of the research project will involve a meeting between m yself and the Coordinator from the
Toronto Police Service who is in charge of this paid duty initiative.
1. What circumstances or occurrences were responsible for the start o f the Toronto Police Service’s
relationship with the Downtown Yonge BIA?
2. How would you describe the relationship that the Toronto Police has w ith the BIA?
3. Would you consider the Toronto Police Service as private agents working for the BIA?
4. Would you consider the BIA to be a client o f the Toronto Police Service?
a. If not a client, how would you describe this relationship?
5. Do you think that the relationship between the BIA and the TPS may alter the role or perception o f
the Public Police service in Toronto?
6. Do you believe that private security companies could augment, supplement or enhance this detail?
a. If no, what are the distinguishing factors that enable the Toronto Police Service to be more
successful?
7. I’m curious about what led up to the new reporting format created by the Downtown Yonge BIA in
October?
8. Do you think that this new activity sheet changes or will change the w ay you do your job?
a. If yes, how?
9. How do you feel about officers meeting merchants?
10. How does payment work?
a. What does this have to do with reports?
b. Does payment work the same elsewhere? Where else do you fill in these types of reports?
i. Are these reports a good thing? W hy?.. ..etc.
11. How will the Foot Patrol help members o f the public-who are not merchants?
12. What are the top priorities o f the Foot Patrol while on duty in the Downtown Yonge BIA?
13. What are the top crime concerns within the Downtown Yonge BIA?
14. Are you able to use the information you obtain from merchants on Foot Patrol, to direct or in anyway
influence your police work while on duty for the City o f Toronto?
15. Will you be able to use the intelligence collected in the BIA, to help your police work while on duty
for the City of Toronto?
16. What could be added to this reporting format to make it more effective?
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The Downtown Yonge BIA Foot Patrol Interview Schedule

The following questions will be asked to both Foot Patrol officers prior to the commencement o f the shift, or
at various periods during the shift. I will need to record the answers on my Dictaphone, soI cantake in all
the information and transcribe it at a later time and so as to prevent me from wasting valuable patroltime.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How many times have you performed this detail?
What do you like, or what do you think you will like about this detail?
What do you dislike, or what do you think you will dislike about this detail?
What are your main objectives on this detail?
Do you believe that what you are doing is “real” police work?
a. If yes, what characteristics o f this detail constitute police work?
b. If no, why is this not “real” police work?
6. Do you believe that private security companies could assist or compliment this detail?
a. If no, why not?
b. If yes, what would their role be?
7. Have you ever filled out the Patrol Activity Sheet on any o f your previous shifts?
8. Do you believe that this reporting format changes or will change the way you do your job?
a. If yes, how?
9. Do you think it is valuable to visit merchants?
a. If yes, why?
b. If no, why not?
10. Are you able to use the information you obtain from merchants on Foot Patrol, to direct or in anyway
influence your police work while on regular duty for the City of Toronto?
11. Will you be able to use any of the other information collected in the new reporting format, to direct or
influence your police work while on regular duty for the City of Toronto?
12. What could be added to this reporting format to make it more effective?
13. While on official duty for the City o f Toronto, do you voluntarily stop in and speakto merchants
about their crime concerns?
a. If yes, how often per week
b. If no, why not?
14. What are the top crime concerns in the Downtown Yonge BIA (from your experience)?
15. Has your experience on Foot Patrol for the BIA helped you better become aware o f crime issues in
commercial districts?
a. If yes, what kind of things have you learned?
b. If no, what could be done to the Foot Patrol initiative to help you better learn about these
crime issues in commercial districts?
16. How would you best describe the kind of police work you are about to do, or are doing today?
17. How effective do you believe this type o f policing will be on crime in the Downtown Yonge BIA?
a. If effective, why?
b. If ineffective, why?
18. In your opinion, what is the most effective way to reduce disorder in the Downtown Yonge BIA?
19. What do you know about the relationship between yourselves and the Downtown Yonge BIA
management?
a. Do you have a good relationship with the BIA?
20. What is your relationship with the officer who coordinates this initiative from your end?
21. Do you find the merchants helpful?
Thank-you for completing this survey. I would like to remind you that everything you have
told me will remain STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. If you would like to make some more
comments throughout this shift please feel free, I will continue to record them on my
Dictaphone, so I can transcribe them at a later time.
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Ottawa Alliance
on Impaired Driving

f u
pour la'sobriete au volan t

OUR BACKGROUND

In Canada, impaired driving is the single largest criminal cause of death and injury. Every
six hours a Canadian is killed in an alcohol-related crash. Impaired driving causes crashes
not "accidents". They are preventable.
In an effort to reduce impaired driving, the Ottawa Alliance on Impaired Driving was created
in the year 2000. Founded by the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, the group
consists of 11 agencies representing a diverse range of recognized, local, communityfocused organizations.
The Alliance is committed to increasing safe driving practices by expanding effective
programming and education. It is also striving to increase the visibility of various initiatives
related to impaired driving in Ottawa, such as the Corporate R.I.D.E. (Reduce Impaired
Driving Everywhere) Program.

Partnering Organizations

Members

A cadem y o f Medicine O ttaw a

Dawna L. Feely

A ction Antidrogue Vanier

G rant T oole

C AA North & East O ntario

Doug M ayhew

C entre fo r Addiction and M ental Health

C hantal W a d e

M ADD Ottawa C hapter

Colleen M ackenzie

O ntario Ministry o f T ransportation

Paul A llore

O ntario Provincial Police

Eric Booth

O ntario Students A gainst Im paired Driving

Angela Buffone

O ttaw a Police Service

W inston Forth
Rick Lavigne

People Services D epartm ent, City o f Ottawa

Nancy Langdon

Royal Canadian M ounted Police

Pierre C outure

Our mission is to STOP impaired driving and SUPPORT safe driving practices
through community partnerships, programming, and public education.
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Ottawa Alliance
on Impaired Driving

Alliance d’Ottawa
pour la sobriet6 au volant

^

Corporate RIDE

|

I
I

R e d u c e d Im paired Driving E v ery w h ere
Research shows impaired driving is deterred by frequent & highly visible
sobriety spot checks.
With your support, the Alliance will contract police services to conduct
additional sobriety spot checks.

|

Sponsorship Opportunity

I

$1000.00* for a 4 hour
Sobriety Spot Check

I
|

Your logo & company name
On RIDE Signage
Along with the police logo

^

Additional Benefits...

s*, Include

|

photograph showing Recognition Signage with police
representative for use in your company's materials

b£ Include your company's name in media releases

I
I

Presentation of a thank you plaque
^

Recognize your company in our Alliance events and presentations
^ Recognize your company on our Website
Include messages for your workplace

|

Offer employee awareness session

I
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